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This Guide is designed 

to assist state and local 

code jurisdictions in 

achieving statewide 

compliance with the 

2006 International 

Energy Conservation 

Code (IECC) for 

residential buildings 

and ASHRAE 

Standard 90.1-2007 for 

commercial buildings.
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How the Guide Works

The approach taken in the Guide is that 
compliance is a partnership between 
state and local authorities and the 
design and construction communities. 
The thesis is that effective compliance 
at the 90% or greater level requires a 
systematic approach that is inclusive of 
the varied industry implementers, and 
that in order to implement effectively and 
consistently, each implementer—whether 
a state agency, local government, or 
subcontractor—will require a set of 
directions that are consistent throughout 
implementers. 

These directions are provided through a 
series of action sheets. Each action sheet 
is designed to provide specific rationale 
and/or processes, relaying directional or 
step-by-step approaches to compliance. 
Thus, action sheets may include both 
general and specific information and 
process for compliance. 

For example, at the state level, the 
action sheets tend to provide more 
generalized or process-oriented guidance 
and information. Such as a process for 
formation of a statewide energy code 
collaborative to be used for vetting 
stakeholder interests in energy code 
implementation strategies. Jurisdiction 
and industry-level action sheets identify 
specific processes and protocols or 
guidance for on-the-ground code 
implementation. An example would 
be a set of submittal requirements for 
residential and commercial building 
designers that documents specific energy 
code submittal requirements.

There are three parts to the Guide. 
Part 1: Overview—provides the explanation of the intent 
and format of the Guide. 

Resources—lists resources that are available to energy 
code implementers beyond what is in this Guide.

Addressing Specific State Challenges—address state- or 
region-specific challenges and approaches for effective 
energy code implementation and compliance. This 
section can be used for documentation of ongoing 
works in progress such as work performed through the 
energy code collaborative. 

Part 2: State Action Sheets—provides a series of 
informative, and process-oriented action sheets for the 
state agency(s) holding responsibility for compliance 
implementation and certification. 

Seven action sheets comprise Part 2:

1. Code Administration and the State Role in 
Compliance

2. Formation of Statewide Energy Code 
Collaborative

3. Compliance Approaches

4. Program Evaluation

5. Rating a Building for Compliance—Using the 
Compliance Checklists and Score+Store™

6. Marketing and Outreach (one overview sheet plus 
three messaging sheets)

7. Education and Training

Part 3: Jurisdiction Action Sheets—identifies on-the-
ground or more direct code implementation actions 
that can be utilized by code jurisdictions and, through 
them, the design and construction industry in consistent 
implementation of the energy code. 

There are nine action sheets for use in Part 3: 

1. Code Administration

2. Compliance Role

3. Submittal Guidelines –Commercial

4. Submittal Guidelines –Residential

5. Residential Envelope and Duct Leakage Testing 
Protocol

6. Plan Acceptance and Review

7. Building Inspections

8. Building Re-Inspections

9. Rating a Building for Compliance—Using the 
Checklists and Score+Store
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Part 1
Guide Overview
Why this Guide
This Guide is designed to assist state and local code 
jurisdictions in achieving statewide compliance with 
the 2009 International Energy Conservation Code 
(IECC) for residential buildings and ANSI/ASHRAE/
IESNA Standard 90.1-2007 for commercial buildings.

The role of the responsible state agency is to ensure 
that an energy code compliance plan is developed and 
implemented, and that statewide code enforcement 
jurisdictions are provided the tools and resources necessary 
to perform the on-the-ground work that will help assure 
energy code compliance. This Guide provides many 
beneficial tools and identifies both processes and resources 
that will directly aid state agencies seeking to fulfill the 
federal residential and commercial energy code 90% 
compliance requirements. 

Local code-enforcing jurisdictions have a large role in energy 
code compliance. State agencies often will not have direct 
authority to require jurisdictions to participate in actions 
that will achieve better energy code compliance. However, 
local jurisdictions that do adopt codes have the same public 
responsibility for ensuring energy code compliance as they 
do for life safety code compliance. 

It is recommended that state agencies notify code 
enforcement jurisdictions of their potential responsibilities 
under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act 
(ARRA). The following section from ARRA is repeated in 
State Action Sheet 3 and Jurisdiction Action Sheet 2, and 
could be utilized by state organizations when notifying 
code-enforcing jurisdictions of their responsibilities. 

ARRA, Title IV, HR1-33

The State, or the applicable units of local government that 
have authority to adopt building codes, will implement the 
following:

 (A) A building energy code (or codes) for residential 
buildings that meets or exceeds the most recently 

published International Energy Conservation Code, or 
achieves equivalent or greater energy savings.

 (B) A building energy code (or codes) for 
commercial buildings throughout the State that 
meets or exceeds the ANSI/ASHRAE/IESNA 
Standard 90.1–2007, or achieves equivalent or 
greater energy savings.

 (C) A plan for the jurisdiction achieving 
compliance with the building energy code or 
codes described in subparagraphs (A) and (B) 
within 8 years of the date of enactment of this 
Act in at least 90 percent of new and renovated 
residential and commercial building space. Such 
plan shall include active training and enforcement 
programs and measurement of the rate of 
compliance each year.

There are  
two key routes  
through the Guide

Route Number 1: 
The Guide provides the state agency 
or organization that is responsible for 
statewide compliance certification 
a set of action sheets to guide them 
through implementation of a statewide 
compliance process.
 

Route Number 2:
The Guide provides a step-by-step 
process and action sheets that a code 
jurisdiction can use to achieve quality  
and consistency in compliance.
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Part 1 (Continued)

Resources
1. To access this CIE Guide http://www.energycodes.

gov/sites/default/files/documents/ut_cie_guide.pdf

2. Measuring State Energy Code Compliance, U.S. 
Department of Energy, Energy Efficiency & 
Renewable Energy, Building Technologies  
Program, March 2010 (compliance evaluation 
procedures and methodologies) http://www.
energycodes.gov/compliance/evaluation/
MeasuringStateCompliance.pdf 

3. To download the current versions of REScheck™ 
and COMcheck™: http://www.energycodes.gov/
compliance/tools 

4. To access the Building Energy Codes Program 
(BECP) residential and commercial data collection 
checklists: http://www.energycodes.gov/compliance/
evaluation/checklists

5. To log in to Score+Store: https://energycode.pnl.gov/
ScoreStore/login 

6. To access the BECP home page: http://www.
energycodes.gov/ 

7. To view the Building Codes Assistance Project 
(BCAP) Online Code Environment & Advocacy 
Network (OCEAN) Regional Energy Efficiency 
Organizations website: http://energycodesocean.
org/regional-energy-efficiency-groups. These 
groups can offer key assistance and sometimes 
energy code funding or funding strategies for states. 

8. To go to BCAP’s online code environment and 
advocacy network: http://energycodesocean.org/ 
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Part 1 (Continued)

Addressing Specific  
State Challenges
This section addresses challenges and issues 
surrounding energy codes that are state specific. 

1. The International Energy Conservation Codes are 
written in cycles as a family of codes. Adopting 
different editions of the codes for residential 
versus commercial can be a challenge.

2. Adopting codes with state amendments.

• Stringency, cost, and energy savings.

• Supporting tools and resources available.

3. Creating a monitoring plan to ensure jurisdictions 
are actually doing the compliance requirements.

4. Using Score+Store.

5. Accountability.

6. Consistency in compliance can be a challenge.

7. Implementation planning.

8. Marketing and outreach of the plan.
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Part 2
State Actions
This section of the Guide identifies seven  
state-level actions that can be utilized to guide  
a state or responsible agency through a process  
of statewide compliance. 

Each of the seven actions in this section reference  
an action sheet that can be found under the State 
Action Tab.

1. Code Administration and the State  
Role in Compliance

 State Action Sheet 1 (SAS 1) is a high-level discussion 
of the value and importance of energy codes and 
the rationale for compliance within your state. It 
also includes an explanation of the possible code 
administration processes that can be developed at 
a state level for assuring more consistent statewide 
code administration practices that are supportive  
of energy codes. 

2. Formation of Statewide Energy Code 
Collaborative

 State Action Sheet 2 (SAS 2) lays out a process  
for an energy code collaborative formation. 

 Many states are embracing a collaborative 
approach to energy code compliance. One 
advantage of this approach is that it provides 
a means and process to encourage industry 
and other stakeholder discussion on the issues 
surrounding code compliance. By placing the 
challenges and issues on the proverbial table, state 
agencies can more effectively facilitate solutions 
and approaches to compliance. 

3. Compliance Approaches
 State Action Sheet 3 (SAS 3) takes Action Sheet 

1 to the deeper level of application. It addresses 
some available strategic compliance options for 
state agencies. Tactical-level options that may be 
used by jurisdictions for plan review and inspection, 
and by industry in submittal to jurisdictions, can be 
found under Jurisdiction Action Sheets 3 through 8.

4. Program Evaluation
 State Action Sheet 4 (SAS 4) discusses specific 

evaluative approaches that can be used to assess 
compliance levels. 

5. Rating a Building for Compliance— 
Using the Checklists and Score+Store 

 State Action Sheet 5 (SAS 5) provides rationale for 
use of the BECP-developed online tool for energy 
code compliance documentation. 

6. Marketing and Outreach 
 State Action Sheet 6 (SAS 6) provides guidance for 

energy code messaging for states.

 Maintenance and quality assurance of the code is 
dependent to a degree on the buy-in of the public, 
the building and design industry, the regulatory 
authority, and the promulgating authority. Whether 
or not identified as a formal part of the traditional 
code adoption and implementation process, some 
level of marketing and outreach is always prevalent 
during energy code development. 

7. Education and Training
 State Action Sheet 7 (SAS 7) discusses education 

and training needs and provides a process for 
building a statewide program. Though not always 
thought of as a formal part of the adoption and 
compliance processes, education and training is 
typically part of a traditional code adoption process 
and is always a necessary component for successful 
code implementation and compliance. 
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Part 3
Jurisdiction Actions
This section of the Guide identifies nine jurisdiction-
level actions that can be utilized to guide code 
enforcement jurisdictions and the design and 
construction industry, residential and commercial, 
through a consistent compliance process. 

Each of the nine actions in this section reference an 
Action Sheet that can be found under the Jurisdiction 
Action Tab.

1. Administration
 Jurisdiction Action Sheet 1 (JAS 1) provides a 

process to assist jurisdictions in the creation of a 
consistent and reliable code program.

2. Compliance Role
 Jurisdiction Action Sheet 2 (JAS 2) answers 

questions about why and how compliance 
requirements apply to individual jurisdictions, 
what their roles might be, and how to proceed in 
the process of determining compliance with the 
2006 IECC and ASHRAE Standard 90.1-2007.

3. Submittal Guideline–Commercial
 Jurisdiction Action Sheet 3 (JAS 3) provides 

examples of items that should be included in a 
commercial submittal guideline that is given to 
designers and contractors so they know what 
items need to be included on or with the plans 
submitted for permitting.

4. Submittal Guideline–Residential 
 Jurisdiction Action Sheet 4 (JAS 4) provides 

examples of items that should be included in a 
residential submittal guideline that is given to 
designers and contractors so they know what 
items need to be included on or with the plans 
submitted for permitting.

5. Plan Acceptance Review
 Jurisdiction Action Sheet 5 (JAS 5) lists the 

different items that should take place at plan 
review to not only determine compliance with the 
IECC and ASHRAE Standard 90.1 but also to assist 
in determining overall state compliance.

6. Inspection
 Jurisdiction Action Sheet 6 (JAS 6) lists the 

various items that should be inspected to not only 
determine compliance with the IECC but also to 
assist in determining overall state compliance.

7. Re-Inspections
 Jurisdiction Action Sheet 7 (JAS 7) examines the 

steps that should take place in documenting any 
changes in previous inspections status and/or 
compliance in order to prepare for entering items 
into the Score+Store tool.

8. Rating a Building for Compliance— 
Using the Checklists and Score+Store 

 Jurisdiction Action Sheet 8 (JAS 8) provides 
direction for users of the BECP-developed 
checklists and online tool for energy code 
compliance documentation.
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NotesNotes
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Code Administration and the 
State Role in Compliance 

Overview
The current economic, environmental, and energy 
security challenges facing our nation make the 
achievement of greater energy savings a major 
priority. “Energy savings” can be defined from several 
perspectives; most prominently, these include lessening 
costs, carbon emissions, and dependence on foreign 
oil. Because buildings use roughly 40% of our nation’s 
energy, activities related to building energy codes and 
standards represent a key factor for achieving energy 
savings and the corresponding benefits to the nation. 

Bottom line, energy codes are one of the lowest cost 
resources for gaining energy efficiency. By choosing to 
adopt and comply with the IECC or ASHRAE Standard 
90.1, state agencies and jurisdictions bolster economic 
development and help to assure homebuyer value for 
generations.

ARRA has placed the responsibility on states that 
have received stimulus monies, after providing written 
assurances to DOE. They have until the year 2017 to 
show that the state as a whole is 90% compliant with 
the 2009 IECC and ASHRAE Standard 90.1-2007. Under 
contract with DOE, BECP is working with a number of 
states to develop state compliance guides that will assist 
in meeting the 90% compliance target. 

The 2009 IECC and ASHRAE Standard 90.1-2007 
are referred to as the “target codes” against which 
compliance is measured. Even after the 90% compliance 
rate is demonstrated, states may want to continue their 
efforts to monitor code compliance in order to continue 
achieving the benefits associated with compliance. 

Changes in building department staff and processes, as 
well as changes in builders, designers, and contractors, 
make periodic evaluations a necessity to assure 
continued high energy code compliance rates. This is 
supported through jurisdictional evaluations performed 
over past years. Such evaluations have demonstrated 
that changes yield consequences that are not always in 
a positive direction, and can depend on many variables 
that require ongoing review to understand and address. 

What State Agencies Can Do
The administration of code programs is inclusive of 
multiple components that states can consider, including: 

1. How and when codes are adopted

2. The process developed and utilized for plan  
review and inspection and the interaction  
between the two

3. Code messaging

4. Continuing education and training for  
jurisdictional staff

5. Continuing education and training for the  
design and construction industry.

State Action
Sheet 1  (SAS 1)
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The state agency responsible 
for code compliance can assist 
on-the-ground jurisdictional 
compliance through 
development of consistent 
models that can be adopted 
by enforcing jurisdictions. 
Here’s how:
1. Develop a model ordinance that can be followed 

for code adoption. Many good ordinances 
probably already exist within the state. A review 
of existing ordinances within progressive large, 
midsize, and small jurisdictions should reveal the 
critical approaches and language required for 
adoption. The IECC includes a sample ordinance 
for adoption.

2. Make sure that enforcing jurisdictions are 
represented on the state’s energy code 
collaborative (see State Action Sheet 2 for a  
step-by-step approach to collaborative formation). 
Most states have one or more building official 
associations. Ensure that representatives from 
these organizations are invited and encouraged to 
participate in collaborative efforts.

3. The jurisdiction action sheets are designed to 
provide structure and consistency to jurisdiction 
enforcement activities. Ensure that each 
enforcing jurisdiction within your state receives 
hard copies and access to the online jurisdiction 
action sheets.

4. Develop a marketing and messaging plan that 
supports compliance at the jurisdictional level 
(see State Action Sheet 6).

5. Consider using a portion of your state energy 
program dollars for energy code education and 
training. Pursue available training opportunities. 
Frequently check for training and events online at 
http://www.energycodes.gov/events/. 
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State Action
Sheet 2  (SAS 2)
Formation of Statewide  
Energy Code Collaborative

Step 1: Assemble a Collaborative Formation Group

o 1. Identify Formation Group members—a small like-minded 
group that has a known interest in compliance. This initial 
FORMATION GROUP takes on the responsibility to initiate a 
collaborative but this is NOT the collaborative.

o 2. Set date and invite Formation Group members to a 
coordination meeting.

o 3. Meet with the Formation Group and: (1) brainstorm 
potential stakeholders that need to be involved;  
(2) organize a first collaborative meeting—get potential  
dates, times, locations; (3) put together agenda for the  
first Codes Collaborative meeting.

Step 2: Prepare for the Meeting

o 1. Develop a meeting agenda with a clear purpose and 
clear outcome.

o 2. If funding allows, enlist the aid of a professional and 
experienced facilitator to help develop the agenda. The 
facilitator will facilitate the first Codes Collaborative meeting.

o 3. Try to set a meeting time, date, and location that you 
know will work for interested parties.

o 4. Consider a neutral location for the meeting such as a 
city or county meeting room—or possibly the homebuilder 
association meeting space.

Step 3: Invite Interested and Crucial Representatives

o 1. Although you don’t want to exclude, you may want to 
limit the number of representatives from each group to 
those who want or need to have a voice in energy code 
compliance. Look for those groups or individuals that have 
a position on energy codes, or a group that has expressed 
an interest in energy codes. For example, you may invite two 
representatives from each of these sectors:

• State agencies responsible for code implementation

• Builder groups

The meeting purpose explains why 
you are meeting.

The meeting outcome explains what 
you hope to achieve.

If you think there is a group or 
individual representing a group 
of interests that would derail the 
collaborative, MAKE SURE TO 
INCLUDE THEM. Consider hosting 
the meeting at their facility, and 
ask them to invite their member 
representatives.

INSIGHTS
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• Energy code advocates

• Architect and engineer associations

• Consumer protection groups

• Building official associations

• City and county associations

• Technical experts (International Code Council,  
energy raters)

• Universities

• Environmental protection groups

o 2. To help increase attendance, consider asking a neutral 
but known party to extend the meeting invite. 

Step 4: Prepare for the Meeting—Understand Key Issues

o Identify the KEY ISSUES on the agenda. You should know 
what the FORMATION GROUP key issues are before going 
into the meeting. 

• A key issue may be something like: “Knowing that code 
compliance is a key issue to the DOE, and that our 
Governor has agreed to achieving 90% compliance to the 
2009 IECC and ASHRAE Standard 90.1-2007, what can 
we do as a group to assure good compliance? In what 
time period? How will we know when we get there?”

Step 5: Initiate the Meeting

o Initiate the meeting.

• Use a professional facilitator if possible.

• Follow your meeting process. 

• Remember to be clear about purpose and outcome. For 
example, “PURPOSE: We are here to discuss key energy 
code compliance issues;” “OUTCOME: We would like  
to establish an ongoing collaborative to discuss 
compliance issues.”

• Seek separation of POSITIONS from INTERESTS.

INSIGHTS

This may be the one and only 
key issue for your first meeting. 
Discussion on this could be your 
entire first agenda.

Keep the first meeting short.

You may not be a working TEAM yet 
but seek some level of agreement to 
continue working together.

You do not need to call yourself a 
collaborative.

You do need to keep the first 
meeting positive and outcome 
oriented.

Set rules: (e.g., Listen to everyone 
and speak only when it’s your turn).

Holding the meeting over a 
sponsored breakfast or lunch works.

A POSITION is “the energy code is 
out-pricing buyers from the market.”

An INTEREST is “we want to make 
sure that the energy code doesn’t 
make homes so expensive that 
people can’t afford to buy new 
homes.”

Be fair and be clear. If you plan 
to have two representatives 
per organization from your 
FORMATION GROUP, allow 
other groups to send two 
representatives.
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Step 6: Formalize the Collaborative

o Following the first collaborative meeting, confirm the 
establishment of the collaborative. Thank members for  
their contribution to the state.

o Identify who will lead the collaborative going forward, or 
at least set upcoming meeting dates. 

Step 7: Set up a Second Meeting

o How much time after the first one? How regular should 
the meetings be in the first year? After that is it on an  
“as-needed” basis (once “performing” is achieved)?

Step 8: Set Performance Objectives

o Determine your compliance goals (e.g., percentage of 
compliance desired, quality of workmanship desired).

o Determine key issues for future meetings. For example, 
how will you measure compliance? What is the cost, and 
who pays?

o Determine the key players in achieving code compliance: 
code jurisdictions, designers, builders, subcontractors, etc.

• Where does ultimate responsibility or authority lie?

Step 9: Normalize and Seek to Perform

o Meet every few months for the first year, then on an 
as-needed basis thereafter.

o When one individual from an organization drops out, 
another from that organization can be identified. 

• If the organization chooses to stop participating, another 
organization from that sector (code official, builder, etc.) 
should be identified by the group.

INSIGHTS

You will not move forward until you 
find common interest, goals, and 
objectives, and then begin to move 
toward achieving those objectives.

Performance objectives should 
clearly indicate who will do what by 
when, what will it cost, and how it will 
be measured.
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State Action
Sheet 3  (SAS 3)
Compliance Approaches

The State Level Compliance Approach
ARRA has placed the responsibility on states that 
have received stimulus monies, after providing written 
assurances to DOE. They have until the year 2017 to 
show that the state as a whole is 90% compliant with 
the 2009 IECC and ASHRAE Standard 90.1-2007. 

ARRA, Title IV, HR1-33

(2) The State, or the applicable units of local government 
that have authority to adopt building codes, will 
implement the following:

 (A) A building energy code (or codes) for 
residential buildings that meets or exceeds the 
most recently published International Energy 
Conservation Code, or achieves equivalent or 
greater energy savings.

 (B) A building energy code (or codes) for 
commercial buildings throughout the State that 
meets or exceeds the ANSI/ASHRAE/IESNA 
Standard 90.1–2007, or achieves equivalent or 
greater energy savings.

 (C) A plan for the jurisdiction achieving 
compliance with the building energy code or 
codes described in subparagraphs (A) and (B) 
within 8 years of the date of enactment of this 
Act in at least 90 percent of new and renovated 
residential and commercial building space. Such 
plan shall include active training and enforcement 
programs and measurement of the rate of 
compliance each year.

What role should states play 
in 90% compliance? At a 
minimum the state needs to 
act as a statewide facilitator  
of compliance. 
Table 3-1 examines three possible approaches, along 
with process and challenges, that could be utilized 
within a state for demonstrating 90% compliance to 
the 2009 IECC and ASHRAE Standard 90.1-2007.  
As you can see, every approach has challenges that 
must be addressed. Remember, ARRA requires only  
a plan for achieving compliance. There are many  
more approaches. This will make a great topic for  
your collaborative.
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OPTION PROCESS CHALLENGES

A state-designated agency 
assumes responsibility for 
statewide compliance.

Agency notifies statewide 
jurisdictions to evaluate 
compliance. Jurisdictions use 
BECP checklists and enter data 
in Score+Store. State agency 
produces quarterly reports 
based on statewide data. 

Convincing jurisdictions to 
upload data to Score+Store. 

It should be noted that in 
the near future, REScheck 
and COMcheck will produce 
the Score+Store checklist so 
one checklist will work for all 
applications. 

The state assumes  
co-responsibility for  
statewide compliance with 
code enforcement jurisdictions 
such as cities and counties.

This may be the best approach. 
The state and local jurisdictions 
work together to develop 
a mutually agreed upon 
approach for determining 
compliance.

If this approach does not 
utilize Score+Store, the state 
should be prepared to make 
the case for the evaluation 
methodology. 

Code permitting jurisdictions 
are required by the state to 
utilize BECP’s checklists and to 
independently enter data in the 
online compliance database, 
Score+Store. 

If the state has authority over 
cities and counties on code 
compliance, this is a direct 
approach where permitting 
jurisdictions are required to 
participate. 

This option doesn’t work in 
many home rule states. This 
approach puts most of the 
compliance burden on the 
permitting jurisdiction. Funding 
continues to be an issue but 
now it is a local manpower 
issue. 

Table 3-1. Compliance approaches
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State Action
Sheet 4  (SAS 4)
Program Evaluation

This action sheet provides state agencies a concise set 
of directions for evaluation of statewide compliance to 
the energy codes. 

Evaluation is one of the most critical components 
to ensuring continued improvement in energy code 
compliance. 

If you do not have a consistent 
program for evaluation of 
statewide compliance, you 
will not know where code 
measures are implemented 
successfully and where 
measure and process 
improvements are needed. 
An evaluation of compliance requires the availability 
of individuals or entities to gather relevant information 
concerning compliance. There are a number of 
approaches that may be used for determining 
compliance, but we suggest that the best approach 
is one that is a partnership of the state and code-
enforcing jurisdictions. Here is the process.

1. Make sure to form a statewide energy code 
collaborative (see State Action Sheet 2 for 
details). One of the first areas of collaborative 
focus can be the issue of compliance – how do 
you measure, who needs to be involved, when will 
you begin, and how will you know when you get 
there? These questions should be discussed with 
the collaborative with a statewide compliance 
evaluation process as the outcome. 

2. Perhaps the best outcome, one that you can 
steer the collaborative toward, would be for 
enforcing jurisdictions to utilize the plan review 
and inspection checklists for plan submittals and 
building inspections. The jurisdiction would then 
upload each building into the Score+Store online 
database: https://energycode.pnl.gov/ScoreStore/
login.

a. At the very least, you want the larger statewide 
jurisdictions using the BECP checklists and 
uploading data. 

b. BECP is currently incorporating the 
Score+Store checklist into REScheck and 
COMcheck. This means that the software will 
create the very checklists that are needed for 
showing energy code compliance. 

c. Remember, code-adopting jurisdictions have 
responsibilities under ARRA (see State Action 
Sheet 3 or Jurisdiction Action Sheet 2 for more 
information).

3. BECP can provide the state agency online access 
to all jurisdictional submitted data. Anonymity is 
provided to the individual jurisdictions. The state 
agency can choose to review the data quarterly 
or twice yearly as a means of determining 
compliance and as a method of assessing where 
assistance and training are necessary. 

4. Compile compliance data at least once each year 
and report progress to DOE. 
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State Action
Sheet 5  (SAS 5)
Rating a Building for 
Compliance

Step 1: Using BECP’s Compliance Checklists

o 1. Read State Action Sheet 3 for information 
regarding a jurisdiction’s responsibility for showing 
compliance. If you feel that city and county 
jurisdictions share responsibility for compliance 
documentation, work with them to provide 
guidance and expectations as well as education. 

o 2. Download compliance checklists at: http://
www.energycodes.gov/compliance/evaluation/
checklists. 

o 3. To better understand the state role in statewide 
90% compliance sampling, go to the BECP website 
and generate a residential and commercial sample 
for your state and counties: https://energycode.
pnl.gov/SampleGen. 

Step 2: DOE’s Score+Store tool

Once you have gathered raw compliance data, the 
question becomes: how should this information be 
analyzed and used? At this stage, data for individual 
buildings and populations come together to generate 
an overall state compliance metric. States may use 
BECP’s Score+Store tool. While overall compliance can 
be determined manually for individual buildings and 
groups of renovations, this tool provides automated 
building scores and statewide consolidation of data. 
Individual building scores will remain confidential, 
but this effort will shed valuable light on nationwide 
compliance. 

Don’t waste your staff’s 
valuable time sorting through 
paper checklists to determine 
compliance. Instead, enter raw 
data into BECP’s Score+Store 
tool at https://energycode.pnl.
gov/ScoreStore/login.
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State Action
Sheet 6  (SAS 6)
Marketing and Outreach

Marketing and outreach are a distinct component of 
energy code compliance. Similar to education and 
training, marketing and outreach provide support that 
can deliver the assurance that energy codes add value 
to our communities. 

What should we know about 
marketing and outreach? 
1. They can be used as an integral component of 

the energy code compliance process, providing 
consistent messaging on energy code purpose and 
expected outcomes. 

2. Marketing and outreach can be the underlying 
structure or basis for all dialogue, discussion, 
education, and training that is purposefully 
initiated or generated in support of the code.

3. Remember that, as code proponents, whenever we 
speak about the energy code we are providing a 
message on behalf of all proponents.

4. The genesis of a code messaging and informational 
support structure is a marketing and outreach 
plan. Developing a plan is one of the first steps that 
should be taken when looking to adopt an energy 
code. Consider hiring professional support for 
development of a marketing and outreach plan and 
messaging materials. 

5. Marketing and outreach are not one sided. They 
should include an approach for soliciting feedback 
from the stakeholders and entities impacted by the 
energy code, and they should include an approach 
for soliciting or assessing the value that the energy 
code provides to those affected parties such as 
building owners, the construction industry, code 
jurisdictions, and utilities. (Examples are surveys 
and workshops.)

6. Marketing and outreach set us on a path to 
proactively and continuously learn from our 
energy code endeavors and to improve our 
communications regarding the code. 

7. Marketing and outreach need to have a multi-focal 
approach that is based on the phase of energy 
code enactment. During adoption, marketing 
and outreach messaging may best be broadly 
focused. For example, engaging early recognition 
of a new energy code and providing consistent 
information on the adoption process and on the 
value the code will provide to adopting entities 
and stakeholders. During post-adoption and 
implementation, marketing and outreach continue 
to provide consistent messaging, develop a 
value loop soliciting feedback for continuous 
improvement, and develop new supporting material 
such as case studies. The real purpose of marketing 
and outreach at this phase are to generate 
a collaboration of energy code compliance 
support and to engage a process for feedback 
that ultimately leads to better voluntary code 
compliance. 
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To sum it up, marketing 
and outreach are the 
communication strategy 
that is developed, delivered, 
and deliberately tailored 
to support consistent 
understanding of the energy 
code intent. 

It is a dynamic approach to messaging and 
learning with the purpose of supporting 
the energy code through all phases of 
enactment.
Three outreach sheets that were developed for Idaho 
are provided as examples. Please feel free to duplicate 
and brand this information for your state. Ensure that 
these documents are distributed by providing them 
to your state associations of cities and counties and 
to code enforcement jurisdictions for distribution to 
members and permittees. 

1. Action Sheet 6.1: Elected Officials (Idaho Example) 

2. Action Sheet 6.2: Homebuilders (Idaho Example)

3. Action Sheet 6.3: Homeowners (Idaho Example)
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State Action Sheet 6.1: Elected Officials
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State Action Sheet 6.2: Home Builders
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State Action Sheet 6.2: Home Builders
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State Action Sheet 6.3: Homeowners
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State Action
Sheet 7  (SAS 7)
Education and Training

Background
Though not always thought of as a formal part of 
the adoption and compliance process, education 
and training typically plays a key role in a traditional 
code adoption process and is always a necessary 
component for successful code implementation and 
compliance. When well incorporated into the planning 
of an energy code or standard adoption process, and 
developed and applied based on stakeholder and 
implementer needs, education and training provides 
the foundation for a common understanding of energy 
code technical requirements and intent. 

The audience for energy code education and training 
includes code adoption decision makers, enforcement 
entities, industry stakeholders, compliance assessors, 
and to some degree, the general public. To be most 
effective, education and training needs to target the 
full range of audiences, providing critical information 
on the code in a timely manner, and in an acceptable 
format and package based on the audience level of 
need and specific focus. For example, a legislator 
doesn’t typically need or want detailed information 
on the technical attributes of a code but does require 
a general understanding of code attributes with a 
deeper brief on the economic and societal value the 
code brings to constituents. Design professionals may 
benefit from the legislator-focused information but 
also needs a specific understanding of when and how 
the code applies to their designs, how to meet the 
technical requirements, and the process by which they 
show compliance. Designers and contractors may also 
need some training on how to represent the need and 
value of energy codes to their clients. 

There are three distinct  
phases for education  
and training delivery.  
Pre-adoption education  
and training supports  
energy code marketing  
and outreach. 
The focus of education 
at pre-adoption should 
be to provide information 
regarding the differences 
between current 
practice and code and 
the subsequent value 
that will be delivered 
with adoption. This pre-
adoption phase of training 
works best when implemented with an outreach 
component that solicits public inquiry and comment. 
The code may not be considered absolute in scope 
until the education/outreach process is fully vetted. 

Once the code has been adopted and an 
implementation date set, there becomes a greater 
need to inform those entities and industries 
responsible for code implementation on the scope 
and technical attributes of the code. This post-
adoption phase of training should focus on preparing 
the implementers for successful implementation of 
the energy code. At this point, education and training 
implementers must be prepared to provide clear 
information on code-specific measures and facilitate 
discussions that lead to an understanding of energy 
code scope and application. 
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The third phase of education comes after the 
implementation date. It is very similar to phase two 
training but typically includes more knowledgeable 
industry discussion on areas that relate specifically 
to their needs. For example, an architect may want 
to discuss compliance choices in greater detail to 
gain a better understanding of the best approach 
for a certain building type or occupancy. This is also 
the phase where education and training can support 
compliance efforts through delivery of targeted 
information on assessment protocol, documentation, 
and code effectiveness. 

A formal feedback loop should be established 
between compliance and education to provide 
direction for future training based on actual field 
observation and documentation of compliance issues. 

To recap, the potential for energy code education 
and training should not be overlooked as a key 
support component of the conformity aspects of 
an energy code. Education and training should 
be thought of as an integral part of energy code 
development, adoption, and delivery. When used 
strategically, education and training supports a clearer 
understanding of the other conformity variables 
and can help to ensure a high level of energy code 
compliance.

Building an Education Program
Here is a simple process for developing and 
implementing a statewide education and training 
program for your energy code.

1. First, someone or some entity(s) at a state level 
needs to take responsibility for education and 
training. An energy code collaborative could take 
on this role. See State Action Sheet 2 for details on 
how to form a collaborative.

2. Survey staff from within your agency and from 
within energy code permitting jurisdictions and 
find who is interested in becoming an energy code 
trainer.

3. Check dates for train-the-trainer offerings  
by going online to the BECP website:  
http://www.energycodes.gov

4. Determine the type of training that is needed.

5. Determine a funding source for sending volunteer 
trainees to train-the-trainer classes.

6. Once you have trained trainers, develop a plan for 
statewide training. Where will you need to train, 
how often, what topics, what schedule?

7. Marketing and outreach is critical to good training 
turnout. This is also where a strong energy code 
collaborative is key to success as the broader 
the representation of the collaborative, the more 
access you will have to stakeholders that need 
training. 

a. At a minimum you should be marketing 
training to:

i. Local code permitting jurisdictions

ii. Architects and engineers

iii. Contractors

iv. Sub trades

v. Building suppliers

vi. State agencies

vii. Building operator associations.

8. Schedule classes and implement sessions. Make 
sure you conduct evaluations. 

9. Review evaluations and consider where training 
gaps may be. 
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Notes
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Jurisdiction Action
Sheet 1  (JAS 1)
Code Administration
Administration consistency within energy code-
enforcing jurisdictions has a large impact on 
compliance. The administration of code programs may 
involve several components including:

1. How and when codes are adopted

2. The processes used for plan review and inspections

3. File acceptance and storage: Are you utilizing one 
of the new electronic permitting formats?

4. Continuing education and training for jurisdictional 
staff 

5. Continuing education and training for the design 
and construction industry.

The jurisdiction of authority 
having responsibility for code 
compliance can assist on-the-
ground compliance through 
employment of processes that 
cover the five components 
listed above. 
Here’s how:
1. Work with jurisdiction leadership to reach 

agreement on the cycle of code adoption. Develop 
a model ordinance and adoption process that can 
be followed for code adoption. Time spent now 
can save on future efforts. A review of existing 
ordinances within progressive large, midsize, 
and small jurisdictions should reveal the critical 
approaches and language that are required for 
adoption.

2. Utilize a consistent process for plan review and 
inspection. The forms provided as Jurisdiction 
Action Sheets 3 through 9 are designed to 
provide structure and consistency to jurisdiction 
enforcement activities. 

3. Plan review software and supporting hardware are 
expensive but save over time. Plus they provide 
for a consistent submittal and review process and 
documentation archival. Of course this software 
goes beyond the scope of the energy codes, so 
when it is in place, all of your submittal processes 
will be positively impacted. 

4. With the construction downturn, many building 
departments have experienced substantial 
reductions in funding for code administration. 
While it may not always be possible to send 
all of the plan review and inspection staff to 
energy code training, you are encouraged to 
send as many as possible. When budgets are 
stretched thin, one strategy you may consider 
is to designate one or two staff as the “energy 
code experts” and ensure that they receive good 
training. These staff may then be used to train 
others within your jurisdiction. The BECP website 
provides some great resources for training staff. 
Training programs such as BECP’s train-the-trainer 
sessions offer an opportunity for energy code 
trainer development within your jurisdiction. 

5. Offer industry training on a yearly basis. One 
advantage to sending staff to train-the-trainer 
sessions is that your jurisdiction will always have 
in-house capability to meet at least some of the 
energy code education needs of your design and 
construction industry. 

If your state has an agency responsible for energy 
code implementation, you can work collaboratively 
with them to sponsor education and training in your 
jurisdiction.
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What role will individual 
jurisdictions have in 90% 
compliance strategies?
At a minimum it is expected that the individual 
jurisdictions will need to keep an open line of 
communication with the state agency responsible for 
compliance. Plan review and inspection records will be 
needed in order to show how each building was evaluated.

Jurisdiction Action Sheets 3-9 provide tools for 
jurisdictions to assist in their roles with 90% compliance 
strategies. Because Utah has adopted the 2006 IECC  
for residential applications, tools for compliance with  
that edition of the code have been included in this guide  
and all of the 2009 IECC for residential applications  
are included in a supplemental tab entitled, “Beyond  
2006 IECC”.

Compliance Options
The code compliance paths that are available can drive 
the format of the code. This section covers energy code 
provisions that are presented in prescriptive, component 
performance, and equivalent performance format.

1. Prescriptive Path. Prescriptive provisions are simple, 
singular metrics that individual components of the 
building must satisfy. Examples included minimum 
insulation R-value, maximum window U-factor, 
lighting source minimum lumens per watt, and 
requirements for certain specified controls, such  
as a thermostat.

Jurisdiction Action
Sheet 2  (JAS 2)
Compliance Role
ARRA has placed the responsibility on states that 
have received stimulus monies, after providing written 
assurances to DOE. They have until the year 2017 to 
show that the state as a whole is 90% compliant with 
the 2009 IECC and ASHRAE Standard 90.1-2007. 

ARRA, Title IV, HR1-33

(2) The State, or the applicable units of local government 
that have authority to adopt building codes, will 
implement the following:

 (A) A building energy code (or codes) for 
residential buildings that meets or exceeds the 
most recently published International Energy 
Conservation Code, or achieves equivalent or 
greater energy savings.

 (B) A building energy code (or codes) for 
commercial buildings throughout the State that 
meets or exceeds the ANSI/ASHRAE/IESNA 
Standard 90.1–2007, or achieves equivalent or 
greater energy savings.

 (C) A plan for the jurisdiction achieving 
compliance with the building energy code or 
codes described in subparagraphs (A) and (B) 
within 8 years of the date of enactment of this 
Act in at least 90 percent of new and renovated 
residential and commercial building space. Such 
plan shall include active training and enforcement 
programs and measurement of the rate of 
compliance each year.
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3. Performance. Equivalent performance relates to 
the anticipated performance of the building as 
designed in comparison to the performance of 
the same building when it is assumed to be in 
compliance with all provisions of the code. This 
would allow the actual design to not comply with 
the lighting provisions of the code if an energy 
simulation can show that the expected increase 
in energy use associated with the lighting system 
is offset by an increase in the energy efficiency 
of the design in another area, such as building 
thermal envelope.

Prescriptive Trade-Off Performance

2. Trade-Off. Component performance relates to the 
performance of a particular component, system, 
or sub-system of a building. Examples include the 
maximum overall U-factor for an entire wall or the 
thermal envelope of an entire building. Another 
example is the air leakage associated with a duct 
system. Rather than prescribe how to construct 
and seal the duct system, an energy code could 
limit air leakage at a specified test pressure. As 
long as the duct system, as tested, satisfies that 
leakage limit, the system would be considered to 
be in compliance with the energy code regardless 
of whether it appears to be sealed or not sealed.
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INSIGHTS

This could be specific for just energy 
submittal requirements or could 
encompass all aspects of submitting 
a commercial plan.

If the jurisdiction requires 
commissioning, there may be a 
requirement for the designer to put 
together a commissioning document 
with the contractor, to be turned 
over to the owner.

Jurisdiction Action
Sheet 3  (JAS 3)
Submittal Guidelines—Commercial
Step 1: Provide jurisdiction-specific information

o 1. Local design parameters—climate zone, design 
temperatures. 

o 2. Local code amendments—has the jurisdiction amended 
any of the prescriptive requirements; has the jurisdiction 
amended any of the mandatory requirements? 

o 3. Additional jurisdiction-specific requirements—does the 
jurisdiction require a COMcheck no matter which compliance 
path is chosen? Are third-party inspections required for 
energy compliance? Does the jurisdiction require mechanical 
load calculations by a licensed engineer? Does the 
jurisdiction have different requirements for new construction 
versus existing?

Step 2: Required documentation

o 1. What documentation is required for all plans, no matter 
which path is chosen? (Mandatory requirements, mechanical 
and lighting load calculations, etc.)

o 2. What documentation is required if only the Prescriptive 
Path is chosen? 

o 3. What documentation is required if the Trade-Off Path 
is chosen?

o 4. What documentation is required if the Performance Path 
is chosen?

Step 3: Plan/permit submittal process

o 1. What is the review process for the jurisdiction?

o 2. What is the inspection process to verify energy 
compliance? In other words, how does the jurisdiction  
verify compliance with window requirements, National 
Fenestration Rating Council testing, Component Modeling 
Approach Program, etc.?

o 3. What will be expected of the designer after permit 
issuance? 

o 4. What will be expected prior to Certificate of Occupancy 
(C.O.) issuance?
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Jurisdiction Action
Sheet 3.1  (JAS 3.1)
Example Commercial 
Submittal Guideline

(Jurisdiction Name)

Commercial Energy Code 
Submittal Requirements
As of ___________________________(date),  

________________________________(jurisdiction)  
adopted the 2009 series of the International Codes 
including the International Energy Conservation 
Code (IECC). The IECC contains specific design and 
submittal requirements. The submittal requirements 
for commercial energy compliance are outlined below 
as determined by the _____________(Jurisdiction).

Energy code submittals are required for all 
commercial projects in accordance with the applicable 
provisions of the 2009 IECC or ASHRAE 90.1. When 
designing to the IECC, the designer has three design 
path choices. As the applicant you must decide if you 
are using: (1) the Prescriptive Path as IECC Chapter 5, 
(2) the Total U-factor Alternative (Trade-Off) Path, 
or (3) the Total Building Performance (Performance) 
Path as outlined in IECC Section 506.

All three of the path options have similar  
requirements for submittal documents to meet the 
code requirements. You must submit the building 
envelope information, building mechanical systems 
information, the service water heating information, 
and the electrical power and lighting systems 
information all from Chapter 5 of the IECC.

The items marked as 
mandatory must be met no 
matter which compliance 
path is chosen below. If a 
requirement is marked as 
prescriptive, then it only 
applies if the Prescriptive  
Path is chosen. 

PRESCRIPTIVE PATH
The Prescriptive Path requirements for the building 
envelope are found in Chapter 5 of the IECC. 
__________________(jurisdiction name) is located  
in Climate Zone ______in accordance with Table 301.1  
of the IECC. All prescriptive information shall be taken 
from the various tables using Climate Zone ______
requirements. Both items marked prescriptive  
and mandatory shall be required using the 
Prescriptive Path.

At a minimum, the prescriptive building submittal 
must include the following information on the 
submitted plans or in accompanying documentation:

1. Address of the building (this is a site-specific 
submittal).

2. Define/delineate your building thermal envelope 
(this must be on the blueprint rather than a 
separate document). The plans must specify what 
is inside and outside of the thermal envelope.
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3. Insulation materials, R-values, types of insulation, 
and where these are being used (e.g., above 
or below-grade walls, floors over outdoor air 
or unconditioned space, slab on grade, roofs/
ceilings).

4. Fenestration area and U-factors as well as solar 
heat gain coefficients (SHGCs) in accordance with 
Section 502.3.

5. Air leakage requirements (e.g., vestibules, 
dampers, weather seals) in accordance with 
Section 502.4.

6. Mechanical load calculations specific to the site in 
accordance with Section 503.2.1.

7. Mechanical equipment efficiencies in accordance 
with Section 503.2.3.

8. Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) 
system controls in accordance with Section 
503.2.4.

9. Ventilation in accordance with Section 503.2.5.

10. Energy recovery ventilation in accordance with 
Section 503.2.6.

11. Duct and plenum insulation and sealing in 
accordance with Section 503.2.7.

12. HVAC piping insulation in accordance with Section 
503.2.8.

13. Air system balancing in accordance with Section 
503.2.9.

14. Air system design and control in accordance with 
Section 503.2.10.

15. Heating outside the building in accordance with 
Section 503.2.11.

16. Simple HVAC systems shall be submitted in 
accordance with Section 503.3.

17. Complex HVAC systems shall be submitted in 
accordance with Section 503.4.

18. Service water heating submittals shall comply with 
Section 504.

19. Electrical power and lighting system submittals 
(both internal and external) shall comply with 
Section 505.

Total U-factor Alternative Path 
The Total U-factor Alternative Path method of 
showing compliance is commonly known by users 
of COMcheck. COMcheck, with support for the 2009 
IECC and ASHRAE 90.1-2007, is available as a free 
download from DOE at http://www.energycodes.gov. 
COMcheck has been commonly required by many 
jurisdictions no matter which path of compliance 
is chosen but is truly to be used for the U-factor 
Alternative Path. COMcheck is submitted in three 
parts: the building thermal envelope, the mechanical 
system, and the lighting system. 

The building plan must clearly define and delineate 
the building thermal envelope.

COMcheck submittal for the thermal envelope must 
include the following information:

1. Site-specific address, climate zone, project and 
occupancy type, building use, and code version.

2. Insulation type, R-value for all areas, and specify 
where the insulation is being used (e.g., slab, floor 
over outside air, above deck, attic, above grade 
wall). This information must be specific. Merely 
listing Wall 1, Wall 2, etc. will not be sufficient to 
allow the plans examiner and building inspector to 
be able to determine which wall you considered 
to be “Wall 1,” etc. You must also specify if this is 
continuous or cavity insulation.

3. Using orientation: “unspecified” will not be 
acceptable when describing a wall, window, or 
door location. Please specify orientation as “front, 
back, left, or right” and the square footage of the 
wall, window, or door on each orientation.

4. Fenestration U-factors and SHGCs.

5. Accurate square footage.
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COMcheck submittals for mechanical systems shall 
include the following:

1. Site-specific address, climate zone, project and 
occupancy type, and building use.

2. Each individual HVAC unit, including size, 
efficiency, etc.

3. Inspection checklist for mechanical filled out 
and checked off for all applicable mechanical 
requirements. If something on the checklist is 
not required, it shall be marked as N/A by the 
designer.

COMcheck submittals for electrical power and 
lighting systems shall include the following:

1. Site-specific address, climate zone, project and 
occupancy type, and building use.

2. Total allowed wattages for the building.

3. Total proposed wattages for the building.

4. Inspection checklist for lighting filled out and 
checked off for all applicable mechanical 
requirements. If something on the checklist is 
not required, it shall be marked as N/A by the 
designer.

Other details are required as listed below:

1. In addition to the COMcheck documentation, all 
items in Chapter 5 of the IECC that are marked as 
mandatory shall be addressed on the plans or in 
accompanying documentation.

Total Building Performance Path 
(Performance)
The Total Building Performance Path is found in the 
2009 IECC in Section 506. This path still requires 
mandatory compliance with all items in Chapter 5 that 
are marked as mandatory.

The Performance Path method of compliance requires 
the submittal of energy compliance documents in 
accordance with 506.3–506.6.2. This documentation 
shall be in addition to the mechanical and lighting 
load calculations that are required to be submitted.

At a minimum, the building compliance document 
must provide the following information:

1. Site-specific address, climate zone, design 
temperatures.

2. An inspection checklist documenting the building 
component characteristics of the proposed design 
as well as standard reference design, including 
annual energy costs. 

3. Accurate square footage.

4. Name of the individual completing the compliance 
report.

5. Name and version of the compliance software 
tool.

Other details are required as listed below.

1. In addition to the documentation required above, 
all items in Chapter 5 of the IECC that are marked 
as mandatory shall be addressed on the plans or in 
accompanying documentation.

Design Parameters for Sizing HVAC Equipment

(Jurisdiction Name) Design Parameters

 Climate Zone:

 Elevation: 

 Outdoor Dry Bulb (winter): 

 Outdoor Dry Bulb (summer):

 Indoor Dry Bulb (winter): 

 Indoor Dry Bulb (summer): 
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Jurisdiction Action
Sheet 4  (JAS 4)
Submittal Guidelines—Residential
(based on 2006 IECC for Utah)

Step 1: Provide jurisdiction-specific information

o 1. Local design parameters—climate zone, design 
temperatures. 

o 2. Local code amendments—has the jurisdiction amended 
any of the prescriptive requirements? Has the jurisdiction 
amended any of the mandatory requirements? 

o 3. Additional jurisdiction-specific requirements—does the 
jurisdiction require a REScheck no matter what path is 
chosen? Are third-party inspections required for energy 
compliance? Does the jurisdiction require Manual J 
submittals or mechanical load calculations by a licensed 
engineer? Does the jurisdiction have different requirements 
for new construction versus existing?

Step 2: Required documentation

o 1. What documentation is required for all plans, no matter 
which path is chosen? (Mandatory requirements, mechanical 
load calculations, duct sizing, etc.)

o 2. What documentation is required if only the Prescriptive 
Path is chosen? 

o 3. What documentation is required if the UA Trade-Off Path 
is chosen?

o 4. What documentation is required if the Performance Path 
is chosen?

Step 3: Plan/permit submittal process

o 1. What is the review process for the jurisdiction?

o 2. What is the inspection process to verify energy 
compliance?

o 3. What will be expected of the designer after permit 
issuance? 

o 4. What will be expected prior to Certificate of Occupancy 
(C.O.) issuance?

o 5. How does the jurisdiction verify compliance with window 
requirements? (National Fenestration Rating Council testing, 
Component Modeling Approach Program, etc.)

This could be specific for just energy 
submittal requirements or could 
encompass all aspects of submitting 
a residential plan.

INSIGHTS

Having a document that you can 
hand out to permit applicants 
defining exactly what you will be 
looking for makes their job easier but 
also makes your job easier as well. 
Plan review times are cut down by 
getting the information submitted 
the first time. 
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Jurisdiction Action
Sheet 4.1  (JAS 4.1)
Example Residential 
Submittal Guideline

(Jurisdiction Name)

Residential Energy Code 
Submittal Requirements
As of ___________________________(date),  

________________________________(jurisdiction)  
adopted the 2009 Series of the International Codes 
including the International Residential Code, but 
the 2006 International Energy Conservation Code 
for residential applications. The IECC and IRC 
contain specific design and submittal requirements. 
The submittal requirements for residential energy 
compliance are outlined below as determined by  
the _____________(Jurisdiction).

Energy code submittals are required for all residential 
projects in accordance with the applicable provisions 
of the 2006 IECC. The designer has three design path 
choices. As the applicant, you must decide if you are 
using: (1) the Prescriptive Path as outlined in IECC 
Chapter 4, (2) the Total UA Alternative (trade-off) 
Path as outlined in IECC Section 402.1.4, or (3) the 
Simulated Performance Alternative (Performance) 
Path as outlined in IECC section 404.

All three of the path options have similar 
requirements for submittal documents to meet the 
code requirements. You must submit the building 
envelope information, a Manual J equipment design 
in accordance with the IRC section M1401.3, and a 
Manual D duct design in accordance with the IRC 
section M1601.1.

PRESCRIPTIVE PATH
The prescriptive path requirements for the building 
envelope are found in Chapter 4 of the IECC. 
_______________(jurisdiction name) is located in 
Climate Zone ____ in accordance with Chapter 3 of the 
IECC and when using Table 402.1.1 or table 402.1.3 of the 
IECC. All prescriptive information shall be taken from the 
various tables using Climate Zone ____ requirements. 

At a minimum, the prescriptive building submittal 
must include the following information on the 
submitted building plans or in accompanying 
documents: 

1. Address of the building (this is a site-specific 
submittal).

2. Define/delineate your building thermal envelope 
(this must be on the blueprint rather than a 
separate document).

3. Insulation materials, R-values and where these are 
being used (e.g. wall, ceiling, floor over garage).

4. Crawl space insulation for structural floors and 
other crawl space areas. Specify whether you are 
insulating the foundation wall or the structural 
floor system. (See requirements of section 402.2.8).

5. Fenestration U-factors.

6. Duct sealing and duct insulation.

7. Manual J specific to the site.

8. Manual D duct design specific to the building.
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Total UA Alternative Path 
The total UA Alternative Path method of showing 
compliance is found in Section 402.1.4 of the 
IECC. This method is commonly known by users of 
REScheck. The 2006 IECC code option in REScheck is 
available as a free download from the BECP website 
at http://www.energycodes.gov. REScheck supports 
the most recent versions of the IECC including the 
2009 and 2012 IECC. For Utah, be sure to choose the 
2006 IECC as the code option from the drop down 
code menu in REScheck.

The building plan must clearly define and delineate 
the building thermal envelope.

REScheck submittal must include the following 
information:

1. Site specific address, project type, climate zone, 
and code version.

2. Insulation type, R-value for all areas, and specify 
where the insulation is being used (e.g. attic, floor 
over unconditioned space, and exterior walls). This 
information must be specific. Merely listing Wall 1, 
Wall 2, etc. will not be sufficient to allow the plans 
examiner and building inspector to be able to 
determine which wall you considered to be “Wall 
1” etc. You must also specify if this is continuous or 
cavity insulation.

3. Using orientation: “unspecified” will not be 
acceptable when describing a wall, window, or 
door location. Please specify orientation as “front, 
back, left, or right” and the square footage of the 
wall, window, or door on each orientation.

4. Fenestration U-factors. 

5. Accurate square footages.

For now, ______________(jurisdiction) will require 
site-specific submittal. We do not have the historical 
evidence to show that you may use “worst case 
scenario” and make this path work. 

Other details are required as listed below:

1. Duct sealing and insulation.

2. Manual J specific to the site.

3. Manual D duct design specific to the building.

Simulated Performance Alternative Path 
(Performance)
The Simulated Performance Alternative Path is 
found in the 2006 IECC in section 404. This path 
still requires mandatory compliance with air leakage 
(402.4), moisture control (402.5), maximum 
fenestration U-factor (402.6), and systems (portions 
of Section 403) requirements. 

The Performance Path method of compliance requires 
the submittal of energy compliance documents and 
could have the additional task of on-site inspections 
to be performed by a certified rater. The rater must be 
certified by RESNET® if using the REM/Rate™ software 
to verify compliance with this path. 

Submittal of the energy compliance document is 
required along with a Manual J at the time of plan/
permit submittal. Again these documents are required 
to be site-specific.

At a minimum, the building envelope compliance 
document must provide the following information;

1. Site-specific address.

2. An inspection checklist documenting the building 
component characteristics of the proposed and 
standard reference designs, including annual 
energy costs in accordance with Section 404.
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3. Accurate square footage.

4. A mechanical system feature.

5. Name of the individual completing the compliance 
report.

6. Name and version of the compliance software 
tool.

It is very important that the insulation values not be 
listed as R-19/30 for floors, walls or similar. This must 
be detailed as to the specific area and what is the 
required R-value for that particular area. 

Other details are required as listed below:

1. Duct sealing and insulation.

2. Manual J specific to the site.

3. Manual D duct design specific to the building.

Manual J Submittal Information
All three of the compliance paths outlined above 
require the submittal of a Manual J at the time of 
plan/permit application submittal. The Manual J is a 
site-specific submittal. All Manual J documents must 
be calculated using one of the four Air Conditioning 
Contractors of America (ACCA) accredited programs. 

Attached to this document is a list of the 
specific prescriptive design criteria to be used in 
_______________(jurisdiction). This prescriptive 
criteria is not to be altered or interpolated. Any 
submittal that does not use the prescribed design 
criteria will be rejected without review. The design 
values we have provided are extracted from the 
specific tables in the ACCA Manual J, Eighth Edition.

All Manual J submittals shall list the specific 
mechanical equipment to be used and shall include  
air conditioning.

All Manual J submittals shall match the building 
envelope compliance information regarding square 
footage of the building, U-values and R-values, and 
shall represent the orientation of the home in a north, 
south, east, west direction.

Manual D Submittal
A Manual D duct design is required for each building. 
The Manual D submittal may be deferred in order to 
be as installed instead of as designed, but be advised 
this document must be submitted a minimum of 2 
weeks prior to rough inspection and must comply 
with the requirements of ACCA Manual D. Design the 
Manual D with air conditioning included.

The Manual D submittal must be a schematic design 
rather than just a list of pipe sizes and lengths or 
equivalent duct lengths. The design must include 
take-off locations and sizes, register sizes, return 
air opening size, and duct run length and size. The 
schematic design enables the building inspector to 
have a document to inspect from. 
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General Information
The requirement for site-specific information 
is not something we will waive at this time. 
_______________(jurisdiction) Building Division 
is aware of the additional burden this will place on 
designers. However, we must consider the time it will 
take to review numerous submittals. We need to allow 
our staff the time to accurately review the submitted 
information and continue to issue permits. We would 
not be able to issue any permits in a timely manner if 
we received a large influx of “mastered” submittals all 
at once. In addition, we do not have historical data to 
show that mastered energy submittal will accurately 
reflect the building. 

As we continue through this process we will contact 
the residential builders with further information 
regarding any changes to our submittal requirements.

_________________(jurisdiction) Building Inspection 
staff will be in contact with the residential builders to 
discuss the changes to the inspection program as a 
result of the adoption of the 2009 energy codes for 
commercial and 2006 energy code for residential.

__________________(jurisdiction) Building Division 
appreciates the cooperation of all of the builders and 
designers in this matter. Your continued cooperation 
will keep this process moving forward and help to 
allow us to review your plans and issue permits in a 
timely manner.

(Jurisdiction Name) Design Parameters

Climate Zone:

Elevation: 

Outdoor Dry Bulb (winter) 

Outdoor Dry Bulb (summer):

Indoor Dry Bulb (winter): 

Indoor Dry Bulb (summer): 
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Jurisdiction Action
Sheet 5  (JAS 5) 
Plan Acceptance and Review

Step 1: Submittal guidelines

o 1. Has everything that is required per the submittal 
guidelines been submitted?

o 2. Have all of the requirements from the submittal guidelines 
been met for the locality? (climate zone, design parameters, 
amendments, etc.)

o 3. Have all specific jurisdictional requirements been met?

Step 2: Which compliance path was chosen?

o 1. Depending on the documentation submitted you will be 
able to determine if the designer used the Prescriptive, UA  
Trade-off, or the Performance Path for energy compliance.

o 2. If the Prescriptive Path is chosen, the plans must contain 
all of the required values from the prescriptive tables, as 
well as mechanical load calculations, duct design, lighting 
load calculations (for commercial), and construction details 
defining the thermal envelope.

o 3. If the UA Trade-Off Path is chosen, the plans will contain 
all of the requirements of the Prescriptive Path with the 
exception of including a REScheck for residential or a 
COMcheck for commercial projects to show which items will 
be traded off and that the project still complies with code 
requirements. 

o 4. If the Performance Path is chosen, the plans will contain 
all of the requirements of the Prescriptive Path with the 
exception of a Performance Report (from plans) to show 
which items will be traded off and that the project still 
complies with code requirements. 

Step 3: Reviewing the plans for code compliance

o 1. Once the compliance path is determined, the plans can 
be reviewed for code compliance in accordance with the 
chosen path. 

 Be sure to determine if the blower door or duct leakage 
testing will be required for residential projects. 

 

If no REScheck, COMcheck or 
Performance Report or calculations 
are submitted, assume the Prescriptive 
Path has been chosen. If the plans 
don’t meet the prescriptive 
requirements, request additional 
documentation for one of the other 
compliance paths.

INSIGHTS

No matter which compliance path is 
chosen, the plan reviewer must verify 
that the mandatory items required 
by the code have been called out 
on the plans or in accompanying 
documents.
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o 2. To review prescriptively, the reviewer could go 
through the code section by section or utilize plan 
review checklists or use the climate zone-specific 
BECP compliance checklists.  

o 3. To review plans to the UA Trade-Off Path, the 
reviewer would look at the same things that 
were looked at prescriptively but also look at the 
values called out on the COMcheck or REScheck 
to ensure that the local information is correct, the 
areas are correct, and that the R-values, U-factors, 
SHGCs, and type of construction all match what 
the mechanical designer has used for sizing the 
mechanical equipment. The area of the building 
and number of doors and windows should all 
match the construction drawings. The values on 
these documents must be what are actually used 
in the field or the documents will need to be 
redone to prove that they are still in compliance 
with the code. 

o 4. To review plans to the Performance Path, the 
reviewer would go through the performance 
compliance report or calculations submitted by 
the designer to ensure that the local information 
is correct, the areas are correct, and that 
the R-values, U-factors, SHGCs, and type of 
construction all match what the mechanical 
designer has used for sizing the mechanical 
equipment. The area of the building and number 
of doors and windows should all match the 
construction drawings. 

Step 4: Preparing documentation for the field 
inspector 

o 1. Be sure that any energy code compliance 
documentation is sent to the jobsite with the 
plans for the inspector to verify. This may include 
a Manual J, Manual D, REScheck, COMcheck, 
performance report, etc. The inspector should be 
able to easily locate the requirements on the plans 
so that they can verify compliance.

o 2. If your state or jurisdiction is utilizing BECP’s 
compliance checklists, then the plan reviewer 
needs to complete the checklist from plans so that 
the inspector will be able to verify and document 
compliance for future entry into the Score+Store 
tool.
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Jurisdiction Action Sheet 5.1  (JAS 5.1)
2009 IECC Plan Review Checklist – Commercial 
Project Information Sheet

Plan Review/Permit # ________________________________ Date _____________________________________

Project Address _________________________________________________________________________________

Project Contact Info Name _____________________________________ Phone ______________________

 Email ___________________________________________________________________

Building Type Retail/Mercantile o  Office o

 Restaurant/Dining/Fast Food o  Healthcare o

 Lodging/Hotel/Motel o  Warehouse/Storage o

 Education/School o	  Assembly/Religious o

 High Rise Residential o  Other o	

 New Construction o  Renovation o

 Addition o 

Compliance Approach Prescriptive o	  Performance o

 UA Trade Off o

 Glazing < 40% o  Compliance with IECC o

   Compliance w/ASHRAE 90.1 o

Plan Review Contact Info Name _____________________________________ Phone ______________________

 Email ____________________________________________________________________

Jurisdiction Name/Address ________________________________________________________________________

 County _____________________ Climate Zone ____________________________________

Substantiating Data o Mechanical Load Calculations  

 o Duct Design   

 o Lighting Plan

 o Other: Please Describe ______________________________________________

Plan Review and Project Comments: _________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Identify:__________________

Compliance Path Documentation  

o UA Trade Off—Need COMcheck

o Performance—Need Engineering Analysis

o Prescriptive—Show R-values and U-factors on Plan
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2009 IECC Plan Review Checklist – Commercial 
Thermal Envelope Compliance

CODE  Insulation 
SECTION

502.2.1 Roof Assembly ________________

502.2.3 Above-Grade Walls ________________

502.2.4 Below-Grade Walls ________________

502.2.5 Floors ________________ 

502.2.6 Slab-on-grade Floors ________________ 

502.2.7 Opaque Doors ________________ 

503.2.7 Under Slab Piping/Ducts ________________ 

  Fenestration 

502.3.2 Fenestration U-factor ________________

502.3.2 Skylight U-factor ________________

303.1.3 Fenestration Labels ________________

502.3.2 Opaque Door U-factor ________________ 

  Air Leakage 

502.4.1/.2 Fenestration Air Leakage ________________

502.4.3 Envelope Air Leakage ________________

502.4.8 Recessed Lighting ________________

502.4.4 Hot Gas Bypass Limitation ________________ 

502.4.5 Stair/Elevator Shaft Openings ________________ 

502.4.6 Loading Docks ________________ 

503.4.7 Vestibule ________________ 

Exterior Insulation Protected ___________Y / N

Heated ___________ Depth _______ ftY / N

Defaults Values Used ___________

Fenestration Certificate ___________
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2009 IECC Plan Review Checklist – Commercial 
Thermal Envelope Compliance
 

CODE  Duct & Piping Systems 
SECTION

503.2.7 Duct Insulation o

503.2.7 Duct Sealing o

503.2.8 Pipe Insulation o

  HVAC Equipment 

302 Design Conditions o

503.2.2 Equipment Sizing o

503.2.4.1 Temperature/Humidity Control o

503.2.4.1.1 Heat Pump Control o

503/504 Multiple Dwelling Units o

503.2.4.5 Snow Melt System Controls o

503.2.3 Equipment Performance o

503.2.10 Air System Design And Control o

 SIMPLE SYSTEMS: 

503.3.1 Economizers o

 COMPLEX SYSTEMS: 

503.4.1 Economizers o

503.4.3 Hydronic System Controls o

503.4.5 Multiple Zone Systems o

503.4.5.2 Dual Duct & Mixing VAV o

503.4.6 Heat Recovery for Service 
 Water Heating o

  Service Water Heating 

504.2 Equipment Efficient o

504.4 Heat Traps o

504.6 Hot Water System Controls o

503.2.1 Load Calculations o

503.2.4.2 Setpoint Overlap o

503.2.4.3 Off-hour Controls o

503.2.4.4 Shutoff Damper Controls o

503.2.5.1 Demand Controlled Ventilation o

503.2.6 Energy Recovery Ventilation o

503.2.9 System Balancing o

503.2.11 Outside Heating o

 

503.3.2 Hydronic System Controls o

  

503.4.2 VAV Control o

503.4.4 Heat Rejection Equip Fan Controls o

503.4.5.1 Single Duct VAV o

503.4.5.3 Single Fan Dual & Mixing VAV o

504.3 Temperature Controls o

504.5 Piping Insulation o

504.7 Swimming Pools o
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CODE 
SECTION

505.2.1 Interior Lighting Controls o

505.2.2.1 Light Reduction Controls o

505.2.2.2 Automatic Lighting Shutoff o	 For buildings larger than 5000 ft2

505.2.2.3 Daylight Zone Control o

505.2.3 Sleeping Unit Controls o	 Master switch at entry door 

505.2.4 Exterior Lighting Controls o

505.3 Tandem Wiring o

505.4 Exit Signs o	 Max 5 watts per side

505.5 Interior Lighting Power o	 Allowed Watts ____________ Total Watts ____________

505.6.1 Exterior Lighting Efficacy o

505.6.2 Exterior Lighting Power o	 Allowed Watts ____________ Total Watts ____________

505.7 Separate Metering o	 (Buildings with individual dwelling units)

2009 IECC Plan Review Checklist – Commercial 
Electrical Power and Lighting System Compliance
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Jurisdiction Action Sheet 5.2  (JAS 5.2)
ASHRAE 90.1-2007 Plan Review Checklist – Commercial 
Project Information Sheet

Plan Review/Permit # ________________________________ Date _____________________________________

Project Address _________________________________________________________________________________

Project Contact Info Name _____________________________________ Phone ______________________

 Email ___________________________________________________________________

Building Type Retail/Mercantile o  Warehouse/Storage o

 Restaurant/Dining/Fast Food o      Education/School o

 Lodging/Hotel/Motel o   Assembly/Religious o

 Office o High Rise Residential o

 Healthcare o                          Other o

                                                New Construction o				Addition o			 	Renovation o

  

Compliance Approach                     Prescriptive o					Envelope Trade-Off o					Performance (Energy Cost Budget) o	

 Glazing < or > 40% o Skylight Area < or > 5% o

Plan Review Contact Info    Name _____________________________________ Phone _______________________

 Email __________________________________________________________________

Jurisdiction Name/Address ______________________________________________________________________

 County _____________________ Climate Zone ___________________________________

Substantiating Data o Mechanical Load Calculations  

 o Duct Design   

 o Lighting Plan

 o Other: Please Describe ______________________________________________

Plan Review and Project Comments: _________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Compliance Path Documentation  

o UA Trade Off—Need COMcheck

o Performance—Need Engineering Analysis

o Prescriptive—Show R-values and U-factors on Plan

Identify:____________________
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ASHRAE 90.1-2007 Plan Review Checklist – Commercial 
Thermal Envelope Compliance

CODE  Insulation 
SECTION

5.5.3.1 Roof Assembly ________________

 Insulation Entirely Above Deck______Metal Roof_____Attic Roof w/Wood Joists_____Other_____

5.5.3.2 Above-Grade Walls ________________

5.5.3.3 Below-Grade Walls ________________

5.5.3.4 Floors ________________ 

5.5.3.5 Slab-on-grade Floors ________________ 

6.3.2/6.4.4.1 Under Slab Piping/Ducts ________________ 

5.5.3.1 Skylight Curb Insulation ________________ 

  Fenestration 

5.5.4.3a Fenestration U-factor ________________

5.5.4.3b Skylight U-factor ________________

5.5.4.4.1 Fenestration SHGC ________________

5.8.2.2 Fenestration Labels ________________

5.8.2.3 Opaque Door U-factor ________________ 

  Air Leakage 

5.4.3.2 Fenestration Air Leakage ________________

5.4.3.1 Envelope Air Leakage ________________

5.4.3.3 Loading Docks ________________

5.4.3.4 Vestibule ________________ 

 Other Envelope Provisions
5.5.3.1.1 High Albedo Roof Solar 
 Reflectance ________________ 

5.8.1.4 Eave Baffles ________________ 

Exterior Insulation Protected ___________Y / N

Heated ___________ Depth _______ ftY / N

Defaults Values Used ___________

Skylight SHGC ___________

Fenestration Certificate ___________

Opaque Door Air Leakage ___________

High Albedo Roof Thermal 
Emittance  _____________________
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CODE  Duct & Piping Systems 
SECTION

6.4.4.1.2 Duct Insulation o

6.4.4.2.1 Duct Sealing o

6.4.4.1.3 HVAC Pipe Insulation o

  HVAC Equipment 

 Design Conditions o

6.4.1.5 Equipment Labeling o

6.4.3.1 Thermostat Controls—Each Zone o

6.4.3.2 Setpoint Overlap Restrictions o

6.4.3.3.1 Automatic Shutdown o

6.4.3.3.3 Optimum Start Controls o

6.4.3.4.1 Stair and Shaft Vents o

6.4.3.4.3 Shutoff Damper Controls o

6.4.3.4.5 Damper Controls o

6.4.3.6 Humidifier Preheat o

6.4.3.8 Freeze Protection/Snow Melt System o

6.5.1.1 Air Economizers o

6.5.2.1 Simultaneous Heat/Cool Controls o

6.5.2.23 Hydronic Heat Pump Systems o

6.5.3.1 Fan System Power Limitations o

6.5.3.2 VAV Fan Control o

6.5.3.2.3 Setpoint Reset o	

6.5.5 Heat Rejection Equipment o

6.5.6.2 Heat Recovery for SWH o

6.5.7.2 Fume Hoods o

6.5.9 Hot Gas Bypass Limitations o

6.7.2 System Completion Manuals o

6.7.2.3.3 Hydronic System Balancing o

  Service Water Heating 

7.2.1 SWH Load Calculations o

7.4.3 Piping Insulation o

7.4.5.1 Pool Heaters o

7.4.6 Heat Traps o

ASHRAE 90.1-2007 Plan Review Checklist – Commercial 
HVAC & SWH System Compliance

CODE 
SECTION

7.4.2 Equipment Efficiency o

7.4.4.1 Temperature Controls o

7.4.5.2 Pool Covers o

6.4.4.1.3 Insulation Thickness o

6.4.4.2.2 Duct Testing Required o

6.4.4.1.1 Insulation Protection o

 Simplified Approach used per 6.3 o

6.4.1 Equipment Efficiencies o

6.4.2 Load Calculations o

6.4.3.1.2 Thermostat Control Dead Band o

6.4.3.3 Off-hour Controls o

6.4.3.3.2 Setback Controls o

6.4.3.3.4 Zone Isolation o

6.4.3.4.2 Gravity Hoods, Vents, Ventilators o

6.4.3.4.4 Dampers o

6.4.3.5 Heat Pump Auxiliary Heat Control o

6.4.3.7 Humidification/Dehumidification o

6.4.3.9 Ventilation Controls/High Occupancy o

6.5.1.2 Water Economizers o

6.5.2.2 Hydronic System Controls o

6.5.3 Air System Design and Control o

6.5.3.1.2 Motor Nameplate Horsepower o

6.5.3.2.2 Static Pressure Sensor Location o	

6.5.4 Hydronic System Design/Control o

6.5.6.1 Exhaust Air Energy Recovery o

6.5.7.1 Kitchen Hoods o

6.5.8 Radiant Heating Systems o

6.7.1 System Completion Drawings o

6.7.2.3.1 Air System Balancing o

6.7.2.4 System Commissioning o
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CODE 
SECTION

8.4.1.1 Voltage Drop- Feeders o

8.4.1.2 Voltage Drop- Branch Circuits o

8.7.1 Electrical Distribution Drawings o	

8.7.2 Manuals Required o

9.4.1.1 Automatic Lighting Shutoff o 

9.4.1.2 Space Control o

9.4.1.3 Exterior Lighting Controls o

9.4.1.4 Additional Lighting Controls o

9.4.2 Tandem Wiring o

9.4.3 Exit Signs o

9.4.4 Exterior Building Grounds Lighting o

9.4.5 Exterior Building Lighting Power o	 Allowed Watts __________ Total Watts __________

9.5.1 Building Area Lighting Power Allow o	 Allowed Watts __________ Total Watts __________

9.6.1 Space by Space Lighting Power Allow o	 Allowed Watts __________ Total Watts __________

 Space Types______________________________________________________________________

9.6.2 Additional Interior Lighting Power o	 Retail Areas_____________

ASHRAE 90.1-2007 Plan Review Checklist – Commercial 
Electrical Power and Lighting System Compliance
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Jurisdiction Action Sheet 5.3  (JAS 5.3)
2006 IECC Plan Review Checklist – Residential 
Project Information Sheet

Plan Review/Permit # ________________________________ Date ______________________________________

Project Address __________________________________________________________________________________

Project Contact Info Name _____________________________________ Phone _______________________

 Email ____________________________________________________________________

Building Type Single Family Detached o Duplex o Townhome o

 Multi-Family Apartment o Condominium o 

 New Construction o Addition o Renovation o

Compliance Approach  Prescriptive o    UA Trade Off o    Performance o

Compliance Software Used __________________________________________

Plan Review Contact Info Name _____________________________________ Phone _______________________

 Email ____________________________________________________________________

Jurisdiction Name/Address _______________________________________________________________________

 County _____________________ Climate Zone ______________________________________

Substantiating Data o Mechanical Load Calculations  
 o Duct design   

 o Other: Please Describe ________________________________________________

Plan Review and Project Comments: _________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________

Compliance Path Documentation  
o UA Trade Off—Need REScheck
o Performance—Need From Plans Rating Analysis
o Prescriptive—Show R-values and U-factors on Plan
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Insulation: (Table 402.1.1 / 402.1.3 / 402.2.4 or UA Trade-off or Performance)

Slab Edge
  _________ Heated Slab _________ Insulation Depth ____________ 

Crawl Space
Conditioned: Wall R-Value ______________________________________
 (Vapor Barrier and No outside air openings)

Unconditioned: Ceiling R-Value ______________________________________
 (Outside air openings, no conditioned air)

Basement
_________ Cavity / Continuous Basement Walls
_________ Cavity / Continuous Above Grade Walls (Walk-outs, etc)

Exterior Walls
_________ Cavity / Continuous Wood / Steel / Mass
_________ Cavity / Continuous Wood / Steel / Mass
_________ Cavity / Continuous Wood / Steel / Mass

Ceiling
_________ Cavity / Continuous Raised Heel Trusses _________
_________ Cavity / Continuous 
                   Attic Access Door/Hatch __________________________________

Floors over Unconditioned Space
_________ Location _______________________________________
_________ Location _______________________________________

Sunroom
_________ Thermally Isolated? _________ Conditioned _________
If conditioned, on its own mechanical system or zone? _________
If the sunroom is thermally isolated and is not conditioned then there are no requirements

Fenestration (Table 402.1.1 / 402.1.3 or UA Trade-off or Performance)
Windows  _________ 15 sq. ft. exemption taken _________
  _________ 
  _________ 
Skylights  _________
Doors  _________ Opaque Door exemption taken _________
  _________ 
Sunroom  _________    
  _________

o Maximum U-factor using UA or Performance trade-offs does not exceed required amount in 402.6

2006 IECC Plan Review Checklist – Residential 
Thermal Envelope Compliance (Code Section References in Parentheses)

Additional
Prescriptive

Requirements
(402.2.7)

(402.2.8)

(402.2.6)

(402.2.3 / 402.2.4)

(402.2.1 / 402.2.2)

(402.2.3)

(402.2.5)

(402.2.10)

(402.3.3)

(402.3.4)

(402.3.5)

R- Y / N ft

R-                                   Cavity or Continuous

R-

R-

R-

R-

R-
R-

R-
R-

R-

R-

R-

U-

U-
U-
U-

U-
U-

U-

Y / N

Y / N Y / N
Y / N

Y / N

Y / N

U-
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Insulation: (Table 402.1.1 / 402.1.3 / 402.2.4 or UA Trade-off or Performance)

Air Sealing and Insulation Choose One Option Mandatory regardless of compliance path

	o Visual inspection—Inspection items per list

o Recessed luminaires IC Rated where required 

o Recessed luminaires sealed to limit air leakage where required

Moisture Control Mandatory regardless of compliance path

o Vapor retarder installed on warm-in-winter side of installation (exceptions apply)

2006 IECC Plan Review Checklist – Residential 
Thermal Envelope Compliance (Code Section References in Parentheses)

Additional
Prescriptive

Requirements

(402.4.1)

(402.4.3)

(402.4.3)

(402.5)
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2006 IECC Plan Review Checklist – Residential 
Mechanical System Compliance (Code Section References in Parentheses)

Heating (403.6)

Calculated Heat Loss Per: Check One

System #1 _________________________________ Btuh ____________ ACCA Manual J 8th Edition

System #2 _________________________________ Btuh ____________ Engineer’s Calculations

 ____________ Other

Proposed Heating Equipment Size:

System #1 Input Btuh ____________________________ Efficiency ____________

System #2 Input Btuh ____________________________ Efficiency ____________

 One Thermostat per system _______________ (403.1)

 Heat Pump Supplementary Heat _______________ (403.1.1)

Cooling (403.6)

Total Calculated Heat Gain Per: Check One

System #1 _________________________________ Btuh ____________ ACCA Manual J 8th Edition

System #2 _________________________________ Btuh ____________ Engineer’s Calculations

 ____________ Other

Proposed Equipment Size:

System #1 Btuh ____________________________ Efficiency ____________

System #2 Btuh ____________________________ Efficiency ____________

%

%
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2006 IECC Plan Review Checklist – Residential 
System Compliance (Code Section References in Parentheses)

Ducts (403.2)

Insulation (403.2.1)

 o R-8—Supply ducts in attics

 o R-6—ducts in floor trusses

 o No insulation required—all ducts within building envelope

Sealing (403.2.2)

 o All ducts, air handlers, filter boxes, cavities used as ducts sealed per IRC M1601.3.1

Cavities (403.2.3)

 o Building framing cavities not used for supply ducts

Other 

 o Mechanical System Piping, R-2 where required (403.3)

 o Circulating service hot water piping, R-2 where required (403.4)

 o Automatic or gravity dampers where required (403.5)
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Jurisdiction Action
Sheet 6  (JAS 6)
Building Inspections
Step 1: From plans

o 1. Verify that the thermal envelope is constructed 
according to the plans, being sure to verify air 
barrier placement, vapor barriers where required, 
insulation installation and values, encapsulation 
of air permeable insulation, proper venting, etc. 
If the plans do not detail these items, check any 
accompanying documentation or refer to BECP’s 
compliance checklist for requirements.

o 2. If there is no documentation as to how the 
thermal envelope is to be completed, and the 
inspector cannot determine compliance, the 
inspection should not pass until such time 
as compliance can be demonstrated by the 
contractor or designer. If the inspection is allowed 
to pass, the inspector should note that they were 
unable to verify that specific requirement so that 
this can be noted when entering the project into 
the DOE’s Score+Store tool.

o 3. Verify that the mechanical and service water 
heating equipment is exactly as called out in 
the load calculations, including size, efficiency, 
ducting, sealing, insulation, balancing, etc. If what 
has been installed is different than what was 
designed, the inspection should not pass until 
either the designer can verify that what has been 
installed complies with the energy code or the 
contractor changes the equipment to match the 
design.

o 4. The interior and exterior lighting of a 
commercial building must match exactly to what 
was approved in the plans. The plan reviewer 
verified the load calculations as well as lighting 
controls, etc. and there should be no variance 
from the approved plans. If the construction 
does not match the design, verify first with any 
accompanying documentation (e.g., COMcheck) 
to see if the construction matches this submittal. 
If not, the inspection should not pass until such 
time as the designer, or a new COMcheck, can 
show that the lighting as installed still complies. 
Otherwise the lighting shall be redone to match 
the originally approved design.
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Step 2: From additional documentation

o 1. If the Prescriptive Path was used, the inspector may only 
have the plans to look at to verify compliance. If the plan 
reviewer used a checklist then it should also be with the 
plans for the inspector. Residentially, the inspector may 
also see a Manual J and/or Manual D to verify mechanical 
equipment size and efficiency as well as the approved duct 
design. 

o 2. If the UA Trade-Off Path was used, the inspector should 
be able to use the approved COMcheck or REScheck along 
with the plans and mechanical load calculations to verify 
compliance. The R-values and U-factors on the REScheck or 
COMcheck must match those shown in the equipment load 
calculations or the items must be redone to both match 
what was actually being constructed and to verify that it 
still meets the requirements of the energy code. 

o 3. If the Performance Path was used, the inspector 
should be able to verify compliance by looking at the 
performance report or performance calculation sheets 
provided by the designer. This report will provide specific 
values for air leakage, R-value, U-factor, and more. If the 
construction does not match the report or calculations 
exactly, the designer needs to redo the report to match the 
construction to see if it still complies or the construction 
needs to change to match the calculations. There should 
be no differences between performance design and actual 
construction. The mechanical load calculations should still 
be done separately and will be looked at in addition to the 
items called out in the performance report. 

Step 3: What if it doesn’t pass?

o 1. If the construction does not match the design, there is 
no need to panic—yet. If the Prescriptive Path was chosen 
but the construction cannot meet the requirements, the 
contractor can go back to the designer and have them 
try to do a COMcheck or REScheck for the project to see 
if there is a trade-off that can take place and still have 
the project comply. If that doesn’t work, they can use the 
Performance Path to gain compliance. 

Some jurisdictions require a 
COMcheck or REScheck to be turned 
in no matter which compliance path 
is chosen. 

INSIGHTS

No matter which compliance path 
is chosen, the inspector must verify 
that the mandatory items required 
by the code have been met during 
construction.
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o 2. Prescriptively, if the construction isn’t exactly in 
accordance with the plans and the energy code, 
then it fails inspection. If the owner, contractor, or 
designer does not wish to explore one of the other 
compliance paths, then they will need to correct 
the portion of construction that doesn’t match 
the plans or the code. If the inspector passes an 
inspection without verifying compliance with the 
prescriptive requirements of the energy code, then 
this must be documented for future entry into the 
Score+Store tool. 

o 3. For the UA Trade-Off Path, if construction does 
not match the plans plus the requirements as 
called out on the REScheck or COMcheck, then the 
designer can try to: redo the document to see if 
still complies as constructed; use the Performance 
Path to gain compliance; or redo construction to 
match complying design. Again, if the inspector 
passes an inspection without verifying compliance 
with the code, this must be documented for future 
entry into the Score+Store tool. 

o 4. If construction doesn’t match exactly what is 
listed in the performance report or calculations, 
the options are limited at this point and either the 
design needs to be redone or the construction 
needs to change to match the plans. There are 
not many code alternatives past the Performance 
Path. There should be no differences between 
performance design and actual construction. 
The mechanical load calculations will be looked 
at in addition to the items called out in the 
performance report. 

Step 4: Documentation and reporting 

o 1. Be sure that any energy code compliance 
documentation turned in from inspections 
matches exactly as constructed so that future 
entries into the Score+Store tool can be done 
precisely as the building was actually constructed.

o 2. If the plans differ from actual construction, be 
sure to update the files so that future reference 
to any drawings or accompanying documentation 
will reflect actual construction. This becomes 
especially important when utilizing the UA 
Trade-Off or Performance Path for compliance 
so that when future work is done to the building, 
the actual construction, including R-values and 
U-factors used, will be known. If something was 
traded off, they are going to need to know that 
down the road.
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Jurisdiction Action
Sheet 7  (JAS 7)
Building Re-Inspections
Step 1: Compliance

o 1. Verifying compliance in a re-inspection is no 
different than in the original inspection. The key is 
to be sure that no matter which compliance path 
was chosen, the construction absolutely matches 
the design. If something in the thermal envelope 
changes, it may have an effect on the mechanical 
equipment sizing as well. Check with the designer 
and contractor to be sure that anything that has 
changed from plans does not affect anything else.

Step 2: Documentation and reporting

o 1. If using a checklist the inspector should put 
an N/A next to anything that was not actually 
applicable to the project and should not put N/A 
if something was applicable but wasn’t verified. 
In cases where something was not verified, the 
inspector should mark it as “unable to verify.” 

o 2. Actual R-values, U-factors, SHGCs, equipment 
efficiencies, motor horsepowers, etc. should be 
documented for future entry into the Score+Store 
tool, even if these values do not comply with code 
as installed. This will help to better evaluate overall 
state compliance.

.
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Jurisdiction Action
Sheet 8  (JAS 8)
Rating a Building for 
Compliance
Step 1: Using the BECP Compliance Checklists

o 1. Read Jurisdiction Action Sheet 2 for information 
regarding a jurisdiction’s responsibility for showing 
compliance. If you do not feel responsible for 
providing compliance proof, your jurisdiction will 
still benefit from use of the BECP compliance 
checklists that were produced for plan review and 
inspection of 2009 IECC buildings. These sheets 
will soon be part of REScheck and COMcheck, 
so utilization should be simple and provide code 
conformity.

o 2. Download compliance checklists at: http://www.
energycodes.gov/compliance/evaluation/checklists  

o 3. To better understand your jurisdiction’s role in 
statewide 90% compliance sampling, go to the 
BECP website and generate a residential and 
commercial sample for your state and county: 
https://energycode.pnl.gov/SampleGen. 

Step 2: DOE’s Score+Store Tool

Once you have gathered raw compliance data, the 
question becomes: how should this information be 
analyzed and used? At this stage, data for individual 
buildings and populations come together to generate 
an overall state compliance metric. While overall 
compliance can be determined manually for individual 
buildings and groups of renovations, the Score+Store 
tool will provide automated building scores and 
statewide consolidation of data. Individual building 
scores will remain confidential, but this effort will shed 
valuable light on nationwide compliance. 

Don’t waste your staff’s valuable time sorting  
through paper checklists to determine compliance. 

Instead, enter raw data into the Score+Store tool at:
https://energycode.pnl.gov/ScoreStore/login
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Notes
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Jurisdiction Action
Above Code Option
Residential Envelope and 
Duct Leakage Testing Protocol

What’s Required in the  
2009 IECC

Envelope Air Tightness
The 2009 IECC allows two options for verification of 
residential envelope tightness: 

1. The builder can opt to test the building envelope 
tightness per Section 402.4.2.1 of the 2009 IECC. 

2. The builder may use a visual inspection method as 
described in Section 402.4.2.2 of the 2009 IECC 
and in Table 402.4.2.

Duct Tightness
Duct tightness shall be verified through a duct leakage 
test unless all ductwork and the air handler reside 
within the conditioned space of the building. There are 
three protocols for testing duct air leakage, each with 
different leakage requirements.

1. Post-Construction Option 1: Leakage to the 
outdoors = 8 cfm per 100 ft2 of house. Under 
this option, simultaneous envelope and duct 
depressurization are performed to identify 
duct leakage to the outside of the building 
thermal envelope. Both envelope and duct 
depressurization are set to 0.1 inches of water  
or 25 pascals.

 Duct Leakage—leakage to outside

 Because some duct leakage may occur within 
the conditioned space of the building, a duct test 
option for measuring leakage only to the outside 
of the building may be utilized for certification. 
For this test, a blower door is used to pressurize 
the house to 25 pascals and a duct blaster 
pressurizes the ductwork to the same level. 
Because the house is at the same pressure as the 
ductwork, any measured leakage is leakage to the 
outside of the building and represents heating or 
cooling energy that is directly wasted. 

2. Post-Construction Option 2: Total duct leakage 
= 12 cfm per 100 ft2 of house. Under this option, 
duct leakage is measured separate from envelope 
depressurization. The duct depressurization is set 
to 0.1 inches of water or 25 pascals.

 Duct Leakage—total leakage

 The duct blaster is connected to the air handler to 
pressurize (or depressurize) the taped-over duct 
system to 25 pascals. The blower door is not used 
for this test. The Total CFM25 amount of duct 
leakage is determined. 

3. Rough-in Test Option: Total leakage shall be less 
than or equal to 6 cfm per 100 ft2.
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2009 IECC Section 402.4.2.1—Envelope Leakage Testing Protocol 
1. Set up blower door. 
2. Prepare the building for the blower door test. 
3. Perform a one-point blower door test. 
4. Record the results. 
5. Contractor—report results to jurisdiction of authority.
6. Signature verification of house leakage.

Step 1: Set up blower door 
Set up blower door according to manufacturer’s instructions. Use an exterior door on the main floor. 

Step 2: Prepare the building for the Blower Door Test 
Check  Description 
o  Exterior windows and doors, fireplace, and stove doors shall be closed but not sealed
o  Dampers shall be closed but not sealed, including exhaust, intake, makeup air, backdraft, and flue dampers
o  Interior doors shall be open
o  Exterior openings for continuous ventilation systems and heat recovery ventilators shall be closed 

 and sealed
o  Heating and cooling system(s) shall be turned off
o  HVAC ducts shall not be sealed
o  Supply and return registers shall not be sealed

Step 3: Perform a one-point blower door test 
Use manufacturer’s guidelines to perform a one-point 50 pascals depressurization test.

Step 4: Record the results 
Use the form that is provided by the blower door manufacturer and record and document the results of the 
blower door test. 

Step 5: Return equipment to original settings 
Check  Description  Action
o  Turn on heating system  Return thermostat to original setting 
o  Turn furnace to pre-test setting  Use control to turn on, if appropriate
o  Turn on water heater  Reset water heater temperature to original setting
o  Return windows to pre-test position  Open windows, if appropriate

Step 6: Sign envelope leakage form and send the results to the building contractor who 
will provide the report to the jurisdiction of authority. 

Step 7: Verification

Building Permit # ______________________

House Address _______________________________________________________________________________

Envelope Leakage Test conducted by: ____________________________________________________________

Result (at 50 Pa): ______________CFM Interior Volume _________________Cubic Ft _________________ACH 

__________________________________________________________ Signature _____________________ Date
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2009 IECC Section 402.4.2.2—Envelope Leakage Visual Inspection
Date: _______________________ Name of Evaluator(s): ___________________________________________

Building Name & Address _______________________________ Conditioned Floor Area: ________ft2_______

Building Contact: Name ______________________ Phone ______________ Email: __________________

Compliance Approach:  o Prescriptive (402.1 or 402.1.3) o UA Trade-Off (402.1.4) o Building Performance (404)

State:________________ Jurisdiction__________________________________________________________________

Building Type 1- and 2-Family, Detached: o Single Family o Modular o Townhouse

 Multifamily: o Apartment o Condominium

Project Type: o	New Construction  o Addition to existing building o Existing building renovation

COMPONENT CRITERIA
PLAN REVIEW SITE INSPECTION

Y N N/A Y N N/A

Air barrier and thermal 
barrier

Exterior thermal envelope insulation for framed walls is installed 
in substantial contact and continuous alignment with building 
envelope air barrier.

o o o o o o

Breaks or joints in the air barrier are filled or repaired. o o o o o o

Air-permeable insulation is not used as a sealing material. o o o o o o

Air-permeable insulation is inside of an air barrier. o o o o o o

Ceiling/attic

Air barrier in any dropped ceiling/soffit is substantially aligned 
with insulation and any gaps are sealed. o o o o o o

Attic access (except in unvented attic), knee wall door, or drop 
down stair is sealed. o o o o o o

Walls
Corners and headers are insulated. o o o o o o

Junction of foundation and sill plate is sealed. o o o o o o

Windows, skylights and doors Space between window/door jambs and framing is sealed. o o o o o o

Rim Joists Rim joints are insulated and include an air barrier. o o o o o o

Floors (including above  
garage and cantilevered 
floors)

Insulation shall be installed to maintain permanent contact with 
underside of subfloor decking. The air barrier shall be installed at 
any exposed edge of insulation.

o o o o o o

Crawl space walls
Insulation is permanently attached to walls. o o o o o o

Exposed earth in unvented crawl spaces is covered with Class I 
vapor retarder with overlapping joints taped. o o o o o o

Shafts, penetrations Duct shafts, utility penetrations, knee walls and flue shafts  
opening to exterior or unconditioned space are sealed. o o o o o o

Narrow cavities Batts in narrow cavities are cut to fit, or narrow cavities are filled 
by sprayed/blown insulation. o o o o o o

Garage separation Air sealing is provided between the garage and conditioned 
spaces. o o o o o o

Recessed lighting Recessed light fixtures are air tight, IC rated, and sealed to  
drywall. Exception—fixtures in conditioned space. o o o o o o

Plumbing and wiring
Insulation is placed between outside and pipes. Batt insulation  
is cut to fit around wiring and plumbing, or sprayed/blown  
insulation extends behind piping and wiring.

o o o o o o

Shower/tub on exterior wall Showers and tubs on exterior walls have insulation and an air  
barrier separating them from the exterior wall. o o o o o o

Electrical/phone box on 
exterior walls

Air barrier extends behind boxes or air sealed-type boxes are 
installed. o o o o o o

Common wall Air barrier is installed in common wall between dwelling units. o o o o o o

HVAC register boots HVAC register boots that penetrate building envelope are sealed 
to subfloor or drywall. o o o o o o

Fireplace Fireplace walls include an air barrier. o o o o o o

_________________________________________________________ Signature __________________ Date
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2009 IECC Section 403.2.2—Duct Leakage Testing Protocol 
1. Set up duct blaster.
2. Prepare the building for the duct blaster test. 
3. Perform a one-point duct blaster test. 
4. Record the results. 
5. Contractor—report results to jurisdiction of authority.
6. Signature verification of house leakage.

Step 1: Set up duct blaster 
Set up duct blaster according to manufacturer’s instructions. 

Note: The IECC requires the test to be performed with all register boots taped or otherwise sealed during the 
test. 

Step 2: Prepare the ductwork for the post or rough-in test 
There are three protocols that may be used: 

1. Post-Construction Option 1: Leakage to the outdoors = 8 cfm per 100 ft2 of house

 Under this option, simultaneous envelope and duct depressurization are performed to identify duct leakage 
to the outside of the building thermal envelope. Both envelope and duct depressurization are set to 0.1 
inches of water or 25 pascals.

 Duct Leakage—leakage to outside

 Because some duct leakage may occur within the conditioned space of the building, a duct test option for 
measuring leakage only to the outside of the building may be utilized for certification. For this test, a blower 
door is used to pressurize the house to 25 pascals and a duct blaster pressurizes the ductwork to the same 
level. Since the house is at the same pressure as the ductwork, any measured leakage is leakage to the 
outside of the building and represents heating or cooling energy that is directly wasted. 

2. Post-Construction Option 2: Total duct leakage = 12 cfm per 100 ft2 of house.

 Under this option, duct leakage is measured separate from envelope depressurization. The duct 
depressurization is set to 0.1 inches of water or 25 pascals.

 Duct Leakage—total leakage

 A duct blaster is connected to the air handler to pressurize (or depressurize) the taped-over duct system to 
25 pascals. The blower door is not used for this test. The Total CFM25 amount of duct leakage is determined. 

3. Rough-in Test Option: Total leakage shall be less than or equal to 6 cfm per 100 ft2.

Step 3: Perform a one-point duct blaster test 
Use manufacturer’s guidelines to perform a one-point 25-pascals test.

Step 4: Record the results 
Use the form that is provided by the equipment manufacturer and record and document the results of the duct 
leakage test. 
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Step 5: Return equipment to original settings 
Ensure that HVAC equipment is returned to the pre-test condition.

Step 6: Sign blower door form and send the results to the building contractor who will 
provide the report to the jurisdiction of authority. 

Step 7: Verification

Building Permit # ______________________

House Address _______________________________________________________________________________

Duct Leakage conducted by: ____________________________________________________________

Method used:_______________________Post to outside___________________Post total__________________

Rough-in Result (at 25 Pa): ______________CFM per 100 ft2

__________________________________________________________ Signature _____________________ Date
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Jurisdiction Action Above Code Option
2009 IECC Plan Review Checklist – Residential 
Project Information Sheet

Plan Review/Permit # ________________________________ Date ______________________________________

Project Address __________________________________________________________________________________

Project Contact Info Name _____________________________________ Phone _______________________

 Email ____________________________________________________________________

Building Type Single Family Detached o Duplex o Townhome o

 Multi-Family Apartment o Condominium o 

 New Construction o Addition o Renovation o

Compliance Approach  Prescriptive o    UA Trade Off o    Performance o

Compliance Software Used __________________________________________

Plan Review Contact Info Name _____________________________________ Phone _______________________

 Email ____________________________________________________________________

Jurisdiction Name/Address _______________________________________________________________________

 County _____________________ Climate Zone ______________________________________

Substantiating Data o Mechanical Load Calculations  
 o Duct design   

 o Other: Please Describe ________________________________________________

Plan Review and Project Comments: _________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________

Compliance Path Documentation  
o UA Trade Off—Need REScheck
o Performance—Need From Plans Rating Analysis
o Prescriptive—Show R-values and U-factors on Plan
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Insulation: (Table 402.1.1 / 402.1.3 / 402.2.5 or UA Trade-off or Performance)

Slab Edge
  _________ Heated Slab _________ Insulation Depth ____________ 

Crawl Space
Conditioned: Wall R-Value ______________________________________
 (Vapor Barrier and No outside air openings)

Unconditioned: Ceiling R-Value ______________________________________
 (Outside air openings, no conditioned air)

Basement
_________ Cavity or Continuous Basement Walls
_________ Cavity or Continuous Above Grade Walls (Walk-outs, etc)

Exterior Walls
_________ Cavity or Continuous Wood / Steel / Mass
_________ Cavity or Continuous Wood / Steel / Mass
_________ Cavity or Continuous Wood / Steel / Mass

Ceiling
_________ Cavity / Continuous Raised Heel Trusses _________
_________ Cavity / Continuous 
                   Attic Access Door/Hatch __________________________________

Floors over Unconditioned Space
_________ Location _______________________________________
_________ Location _______________________________________

Sunroom
_________ Thermally Isolated? _________ Conditioned _________
If conditioned, on its own mechanical system or zone? _________
If the sunroom is thermally isolated and is not conditioned then there are no requirements

Fenestration (Table 402.1.1 / 402.1.3 or UA Trade-off or Performance)
Windows  _________ 15 sq. ft. exemption taken _________
  _________ 
  _________ 
Skylights  _________
Doors  _________ 24 sq. ft. exemption taken _________
  _________ 
Sunroom  _________    
  _________

o Maximum U-factor using UA or Performance trade-offs does not exceed required amount in 402.5

2009 IECC Plan Review Checklist – Residential 
Thermal Envelope Compliance (Code Section References in Parentheses)

Additional
Prescriptive

Requirements
(402.2.8)

(402.2.9)

(402.2.7)

(402.2.4 / 402.2.5)

(402.2.1 / 402.2.2)

(402.2.3)

(402.2.6)

(402.2.11)

(402.3.3)

(402.3.4)

(402.3.5)

R- Y / N ft

R-                                   Cavity or Continuous

R-

R-

R-

R-

R-
R-

R-
R-

R-

R-

R-

U-

U-
U-
U-

U-
U-

U-

Y / N

Y / N Y / N
Y / N

Y / N

Y / N

U-
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Insulation: (Table 402.1.1 / 402.1.3 / 402.2.5 or UA Trade-off or Performance)

Air Sealing and Insulation Choose One Option Mandatory regardless of compliance path

o Testing option  Blower Door Test Required and Must Be < 7 ACH50

 Blower Door Test Results 

 Test Company ______________________________________

	o Visual inspection option—Inspection items per table 402.4.2

o Gasketed doors for all new wood-burning fireplaces

o Recessed luminaires IC Rated where required

o Recessed luminaires sealed to limit air leakage where required

2009 IECC Plan Review Checklist – Residential 
Thermal Envelope Compliance (Code Section References in Parentheses)

Additional
Prescriptive

Requirements

(402.4.2)

(402.4.3)

(402.4.5)

(402.4.5)
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2009 IECC Plan Review Checklist – Residential 
Mechanical System Compliance (Code Section References in Parentheses)

Heating (403)

Calculated Heat Loss Per: Check One

System #1 _________________________________ Btuh ____________ ACCA Manual J 8th Edition

System #2 _________________________________ Btuh ____________ Engineer’s Calculations

 ____________ Other

Proposed Heating Equipment Size:

System #1 Input Btuh ____________________________ Efficiency ____________

System #2 Input Btuh ____________________________ Efficiency ____________

 Programmable Thermostat _______________ (403.1.1)

 Heat Pump Supplementary Heat _______________ (403.1.2)

Cooling (403)

Total Calculated Heat Gain Per: Check One

System #1 _________________________________ Btuh ____________ ACCA Manual J 8th Edition

System #2 _________________________________ Btuh ____________ Engineer’s Calculations

 ____________ Other

Proposed Equipment Size:

System #1 Btuh ____________________________ Efficiency ____________

System #2 Btuh ____________________________ Efficiency ____________

Ducts (403.2)

Insulation (403.2)

 o R-8—Supply ducts in attics
 o R-6—All other ducts outside of building envelope
 o No insulation required—all ducts within building envelope

Sealing (403.2.2)

 o Duct tightness test to be performed post-construction
 o Duct tightness test to be performed at rough-in
 o Duct tightness test not required—all ducts and air handler within conditioned space

Cavities (403.2.3)

 o Building framing cavities not used for supply ducts

%

%
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2009 IECC Plan Review Checklist – Residential 
System Compliance (Code Section References in Parentheses)

Other 

 o Mechanical System Piping, R-3 where required (403.3)

 o Circulating service hot water piping, R-2 where required (403.4)

 o Automatic or gravity dampers where required (403.5)

 o Automatic controls for snow-melt systems where required (403.8)

Pools

 o Accessible on-off switches for pool heaters where required (403.9.1)

 o Automatic time switches for pool heaters where required (403.9.2)

 o Pool cover for all heated pools (403.9.3)
 o R-12 pool cover for heated pools over 90 degrees

Lighting

 o 50% of lamps in permanently installed fixtures are high efficacy (404.1)
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